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Mystery art
@ An effigy of a crucified Ku Klux
Klan member is the latest “visual
statement” to suddenly appear on
campus. No one has claimed
responsibility for the confrontational
artwork, but at least one person
was upset by it — almost as"

fast as it appeared, the

|

Klansman was torn down.

Preparing
for the 21st
century
@ HSU will kick off
Cultural Diversity
Week with a
three-day visit by
one of the nation’s
most sought-after
spokespersons for
multiculturalism.
Samuel Betances — scholar,
commentator, humorist and
consultant to three presidents —
will bring his message to

campus and community
Sunday.

neha

A
legislative conference in Sacramento
culminates in a massive protest on the steps of the

3

Boss
lacrosse

|

Capitol (above). In the course of three days, CSU
Chancellor Barry Munitz (left) is targeted by angry
students, the Capitol building is closed for two hours
and three HSU students are arrested.

Photos by Mary Brown

@ Men's and women's lacrosse
provide hard-hitting alternatives to

the traditional “Big Three” sports.
For a glimpse into this blend arom
of power and skill, see The

Lumberjack’s special report. IAL
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Q)on't forget The Loft! ‘A quiet get-away for
lunch and a great location for your catered event.

Re

2

Cyeaturing made to order deli
| sandwiches, True Soups, special hot
entrees, and a salad bar.

Presentations Include:
March
1 - 3
Dr. Samuel Betances

“Celebrating Diversity”
March 3
Refugee Extension Program
“Celebrating the Diversity of Our Community”

Open from 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

7:00 pm KB

March 4 - 9
y, Lesbian & Bisexual Student Association
“Opening Doorways”
HSU Library
March 6

out ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
ry

International Student Union
“Health and Environment in the Himalyas”

Lunch Buffet only $5.9

3:00 pm KB

“international Exhibits”
4:30 pm Kashner Lounge

On the run?
Take-out lunch buffet $5.95

March 7

Asian Student Union
“Chinese and Hmong Calligraphy Workshop”

Mon. - Fri. 11:30 - 2 p.m.

1:00 pm NHE 106
March 8

Jewish Student Union
“Purim Festival”

1:00 pm Goodwin Forum
March 9

MEChA
“Xitalli”

2:00 pm KB
March 10
“Aztlan Nation”

ocuiedl Up $8.95
Wednesday - Pasta Night

8:00 pm The Depot

$7.95

Stay Tuned for More Programs

Friday - All-You-Can-Eat

$1.75 Well Drinks

Prime Rib $10.95

®

Appetizers:

Saturday - Seafood Night

,

Fried Mushrooms $1.75
Fried Calamari $2.75

BBQ Ribs $2.75

Buffalo Wings $2.75

(inctudes tax)

EReCe

nnn

$11.95 ©

5:30 - 9 p.m.
*Seudents
receive 10% discount

in the dining room

HOTEL ARCATA ON THE PLAZA ° 826-0217
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Students storm Capitol
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Trustees give final
vote on increase
After finalizing a 40
t fee
increase last Wednesday, the CSU
board of trustees was faced with protesting students, who hurled trash in
frontof
the trustees’ conference table.
Students from CSU campuses
chanted, “Hell no, we won't pay, got
to find another way.”
“Throwing the
was just a
way for somestudents to vent their
frustration. It was no big deal,” said
Max Benavidez, a spokesman for the
Chancellor’s Office, in a telephone
interview from Long Beach. “Only
three students were involved out of
the 40 students there.”
The fee increase, if ratified by the
legislature and signed by Gov. Pete
ilson, will cost students $372 more
per year, for a total of $1,308.
In January, Gov. Wilson s
that trustees raise fees up to 40 percent to cover
part of CSU’s projected
$137 million deficit. Five days later,
the trustees approved the increase,
delaying a final vote until last week.
—Peter Finegan

HSU student was
raped, police say
A female HSU student was allegedly raped Sunday morning, accordingto Sgt. Ray Fagotof the University
Police
ent.
“We're not releasing information
_
y due to the wishes of the
victim,” said Fagot, who is handling
the investigation.
According
to Fagot, state law allows the police to restrict release of
information for a variety of reasons,
including trauma to the victim and
interference to the investigation.
“Thereisnod
to the publicat
large,” Fagot said. “We have the situation under control.”
— Peter Finegan

~~

Chinese professor
to lecture at HSU
Professor Huang DeXun, deputy
director of the foreign affairs office at
Guangxi University in China, will
hold a lecture Monday, March 2 at 4
p.m. in Art 102.
on the topic of
DeXun will speak

eee

education in agen

es |

Forensics team

makes nationals
The HSU forensics team
for a national tournament last week-

end when it placed second out of 26

Foschoolsat the Northern California

rensics Association Championship
Chico,
TournamentatButteCollegein
Calif.

— Devanie Anderson
ea

an

ae
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QO A legislative conference | tf
last weekend resulted in
confrontations and arrests

for some HSU participants.
By Devanie Anderson
CAMPUS EDITOR

Some HSU students brought back more
than lobbying experience from last
weekend’s legislative conference in Sacramento—
three returned with noticesto
appear in court.

Astudentrally
ting fee increases
outside the state Capitol, moved
to the hall outside Gov. Pete Wilson’s
office and ended with the arrest of 19
students.
Randy Ghent, an HSU political science
freshman, said he wasarrested for violating a state
] code prohibiting causing disturbances in the Capitol building
and given notice to appear in a Sacramento court next month.
Ghent said he was arrested about 10
minutes after he joined 60 to 70 students
who sat down outside the
governor's
office and chanted phrases like, “Students united will never be divided.”
Police took some of the students to
another floor of the Capitol building and
verified their identification, Ghent said.
The building was closed for about two
mg while students were detained, he

Ress
MARY

HSU students work on banners before a rally against fee increases at the state

Capitol bullding Monday. Around 40 HSU students attended the rally.
Students and officials had clashed Sun- here.”
But Klamm said the conference was
day evening ata
honoring Legisintended to be “a collective effort on the
lator of the Year John Vasconcellos.
Klamm said a group of students from part of all campuses.”
Students’ confronting Munitz at the
San Jose State went to where CSU Chanbanquet
“was like going to a
and
cellor
Munitz was seated and demm
manded that he answer students’ ques- a
tions.

“They started clapping really loud and

wouldn’t

The three-day legislative conference
wasintended to provide a forum for CSU
students to lobby their legislators, said
California State Students Association
Representative Kris Klamm.
Klamm said about 40 HSU students
were among the more than 1,000 Califor-

nia college students to attend Monday’s
rally.
Alsoarrested were political science junior Paul Butterfield and sociology junior
Jason Sherburne.

Sherburne
said he was hurt in the ribs
by police, who, “without warnin;
shoving
and hitting
people with batons.”
He said the “mediator” of the group
was the first arrested, and “things got
really hostile at that point.
“I was not planning on being arrested,”
-he said. “I was more of a peacekeeper.”

BROWN/THE LUMBERJACK

let Barry

Butterfield said.

Munitz

speak,”

He said HSU students tried to discour-

age the group’s actions, favoring a more

“educati
forum.”
According to Associated Students President Steve Harmon, Munitz —..
to a question written by HSU students by
agreeing to take a 10 percent pay cut if
students could find an extra $7 million in
the CSU budget.

Harmon said he did some math after
the conference and reported his findings
to state Sen. Barry Keene, D-Benecia, who
he said
interest in presenting
the information to Munitz.
Klamm said she thought the conflicts
had “a mixed effect.”
She said a high “energy level” should
have been expected, since “people’s goals
for the rest of their lifetime are at stake

Both the actions at the banquet and the
rally were results of frustration with the
CSU system and administrators, according to participants.

“The board of trustees is asking the

legislature

to break

the law,”

said

Butterfield, referring to the Dills Act,
which restricts fees from being raised
more that 10 percent in any given year.
Klamm said some studentsare opposed
to the
nce of Arnez Washington on
the board of trustees.
Washington is the “student representative” appointed by Gov. Wilson. Kamm
said Washington is not a student and
voted for the fee increase, saying hedidn’t
know the students were opposed to it.
“All in all, through about one in the

afternoon (Monday), I thought (the conference) went very well,” Harmon said.

“There were politics that were involved
that were completely out of place.”

HSU welcomes multiculturalism
By P.J. Johnston

We stand today between two worlds — the
dying old and the
ig new.

— Martin Luther King,Jr.

If America is indeed caught between
these two worlds, will multiculturalism
be the vehicle which enables us to emerge,
ready and able, to face the 21st century?
Yes, say the o
zers of Cultural
Divont Week at
, and they’ve got a
blockbuster plan to de-mystify this
eeerees concept we call “multi

i

Cultural Diversity Week — which
starts Monday and involves a variety of
events, ranging from
panel discussions

to folk dancing — will be highlighted by

a three-day
visit by one
of
multiculturalism’s most respected pro-

Peet's, daeuddetances.

A eet of sociology
at Northeastern
Illinois University and one of the
most sought-after speakers in the nation,
Betances will give a series of presentations — collectively dubbed “Celebrating Diversity” — aimed at HSU faculty,
staff, students, administration and the
ney at large.
“I would say he (Betances) is the most
important speaker that we’ve had in several years come to this campus and discuss the issue of cultural diversity,” said

clubs and activities coordinator Vicki
Allen, one of Cultural Diversity Week's
—_

tances is an educator, a Harvard
uate, a commentator, an author and
a comedian rolled into one. As an international consultant, he also brings his
message of
the world safe for
differences” to corporations, governments and presidents — Nixon, Carter
and Bush.

Betances will bring his expertise in
multicultural relations to HSU in an effort “to prepare the university for the
21st century.”
“We'vegot
todo better at making sense
of differences. The changing demographics demand it, the global economy requires it, and a commitment to it reflects

social justice,” Betances said in a telephone interview from Chicago.
“Thisisa real challenge, for all levels of
the university.”
Betances’ seven-program series will
include a presentation to HSU faculty on
Sunday night called “Preparing Students
for the 21st Century;” a keynote address

to students at noon Monday; and a comedy show that evening called “From
Harlem to Harvard with Humor,” geared

to the entire community.

See Culture, page 7
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Recruiting targeted as discriminatory, misleading
Q Students say the military violate’ campus policies by
barring homosexuals and misrepresents the armed
forces to potential recruits.
about 10 percent of the campuses he visits.

By Mary Brown

visits
ime
Gettinger
l-t
recruiter,
Asaful

Military recruitment at HSU has raised
tempers and questions about the appropriateness of recruiting on campus.
Undeclared graduate student Dan
McKone stood on the Quad next to the

Marine Corps recruiting table Feb. 13 for
sign
Seaes tea Rites halting 0
said
he
what
ary
in
milit
the
cond
wheels
wasan effort to “get theintellectual
turning in someone's head.
“I'm out here to provide an alternative
to what he (the recruiter) has here,”
McKone said. “None of his brochures
here show what war is actually about —
people in wheelchairs, dead people, just
the realities of war.”
McKone said he joined the Reserve
Officers Training Corps (ROTC) after
“falling for this very slick, glamorous
propaganda cam
During his two years in the ROTC,
McKone said he learned a lot, did some
and decided to get out of
‘heavy
it because he “realized that re
that
been I’d
taughtand told was
t.
The Marine recruiter, Capt. Greg
Gettinger, said he was not surprised or

disturbed by the

“He’s presenting his side of his view,”

Gettinger said. “T’m a peaceful man and
have no problem with that.”
He said “similar objections” occur at

HSU once each semester, where “20 or
more (students) ask for more information, although the number that follows
through is significantly less.”
Associated Students Legislative Vice

on the
Good will was also
dent
Dina
Presi

ng but
recruitment,
esti
military
Quad prot
for d
t reasons.
She said she was gathering signatures
to ban military recruiting on campus because of military policy discriminating
against homosexuals.
“This campus should protect gay students and not subject them to discriminatory institutions at their own campus,”
she said. “It really isn’t an attack on the
military,
it’s a discriminatory issue.”
will wrote a resolution “opposing the useof campus facilities by organizations which discriminate against students on the basis of sexual preference,”
which was unanimously passed by the
Aue ted Students Council last Octo14.
“Our (affirmative action) policy states
that we do not discriminate,” said HSU

Affirmative Action Officer Brenda Aden.
“To have someone on campus who discriminates is nota violation of our policy,
even though it is inconsistent with our
policy.
“What weneed todo is establish policy

Bb

MARY

BROWN/THE

LUMBERJACK

student Dan McKone protests against military recruiting while
ROTCmer
For
U.S. Marine Capt. Greg Gettinger and officer candidate Bart Reno look on.
thorities, and that’s what I follow.”
to prevent individuals who discriminate
HSU hasa policy to only conduct busifrom coming on campus,” Aden said.
ness
with contractors, vendors and sup“We need to develop new policy.”
pliers that observe equal employment
About four HSU students are recruited
every year, which is low compared to opportunity practices. Aden said a policy
lel to the contract
policy could be
other campuses, said Staff
Sgt. Dean
developed,
which
would
not
allow orgaCarroll of the Eureka Marine Corps renizations who discriminate to come on
cruiting office.
When asked about military
discrimicampus to solicit.
nation
t homosexuals,
ll said
See Military, page 8
he “goes by policies set by higher au-

BS

Attention All
denis
March 2 -6
Due fo an uRqrace of the Student Information
System, Admissions and Records will only be able
to assist students in a limited manner.

(, Admissions and Records will be open
10 a.m. fo 3 p.m.
and will process most requests as usual. Schedule adjustments
(add / drop requests) will not be able to be ae
As well

as transcript requests

Beginning March 9, all services will again be available. We are
‘sorry for any inconvenience this may cause.
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Magnetic strip should attract students
as campus implements one-card system
Q Some campus

privileges and accounts of the

services will be
accessible with a
single card

institutional

beginning next fall.

community,”

ac-

cording to acompany pamphlet.
CBORD’s computer networks
exist in the United States and
Canada, and the company has
provided similar services tomore
than 100 institutions in the two
nations.

By J. Waters
Ul

A “one-card-fits-all” system,
designed to provide identification and simplify financial transactions on campus, is scheduled

to begin with the fall
semester.

Harris said the system will cost
approximately
$79,800 to install.
system isexpected
to pay for
itself within five A igi
LJE’s present debit card —_—
— for the dormitories, dining
areasand conve-

First to receive the
new cards will be

card, which is a loan, a debit
card’s worth is based on a deposit made to the account.
When
the account balance reaches zero,
the card is not usable for purchases until another deposit is
made.
Harris said although the cards
will
be issued in the fall to new
students and dormitory residents, continuing students need
not worry. The old cards will
continue to be valid on campus,
and the switch to the new system is voluntary
for those admitted before fall.
There will bea
$4 fee for students
who decide
to switch to the

returning students

new system, but
Harris
said
Housing
and

who live in the dor-

mitories and newly

admitted students
this
fall,
said
Harland Harris, directorof HSU Hous-

Dining Services

ing and Dining Ser-

Thecard willserve
as identification at

\__
GRAPHIC BY LEN DE GROOT

the library, dormitories and

dorm e
and
eaten credit

other areas on cam-

pus, as do the current Associated Students’ identification
cards. However, the new cards

will enable students to set up an

account at various locations on
campus, conduct business and
have the transaction amount
deducted
from the card account,
he said.

The CBORD Group Inc., of

Ithaca,N.Y.,
was chosen by HSU

to install the card system. Installation includes setting up the
computer network as well as
trai
Lumberjack En
caine i
vey

pana

tem.

CBORD is a company which

specializes in “suppl
intea
§
8 pe aie for

monitoring and controlling the

nience store
in the Jolly Giant
Commons—is leased from Griffin Technology
Inc. at a yearly
cost of $39,000.
Harris said the cards will initially be used only for purchasing food at the various LJE dining areas on campus,
but eventually the useof the “debit cards”
could become more commonplace, and they could be used for
anything from paying for theater tickets to paying for parking.

First it will just be the food
services ... butaswe get it developed, I’m sure other entities on
campus will get interested and
get involved in it,” Harris said.
When a debit card is used, the
account on which the card is
based is reduced by the amount
ofthe transaction. Unlikea credit

has worked outa
deal with the library, which will
produce’
the
cards,
to give students a $4 credit
on food pur-

tions, providing secure access to
dormitories, making food purchases, paying for parking and
making purchases at the Bookstore.

He said security and privacy
of data were concernsaddressed
by administrators when the idea
of a one-card system was first
proposed. He feels assured the
system is secure.
“I feel confident that good se-

curity is not hard to maintain,”
he said.
Harris’ assessment of security
and privacy of the system dovetailed with Nordstrom’s.

“The system has security features built into the software,”
Harris said.

He said he expects the system
to be very popular once it becomes operational.
“Traditionally, the one-card
system has started in the housing and dining area and spread
from there,” he said.

Bring in your Paul Mitchell bottles for refills

CampU
ine Cc uts
Save $1 on each bottle

chasesat LJE dining areas when

they switch to the new card.
University
Center director Burt
Nordstrom said he wants to have
the debit card system on line in
the Bookstore by fall.
“We're in the process of working with the company to get it
(the system) in operation.” he
said. “our goal is to get it on line
in the Bookstore by next fall ... I
don’t wantto guarantee
that, but
it’s our goal.”

He also said he’s interested in
expanding the system to other
areas of the campus.
“We'd like to see it expand out
into the campus, but that will
take time,” he said.
Nordstrom envisions the cards
being useful in a variety of ways,
including voting in A.S. elec-

VIDEO |

“Watch the Stars Cente Out’ }

382
LARGE MURPHY’ S
it
ONLY
COMBINATION

No delivery charge ¢ No hidden charge

Please!

. She'll never let you

invite

*

over if she finds the

BODY PARTS. (AND YOU

THOUGHT YOUR

).

.

“Sure it’s sick but I didn’t
name these movies.”

Our large combination weighs over 4 pounds and is loaded with

salami, Gallo pepperoni, zesty Italian sausage, fresh mushrooms,
fornia black olives and onions.

Why pay more for less? Our competitors’ *5-off coupons still
leave you paying more than Murphy's regular menu prices."

MURPHY’S
PIZZA

PLEASE
CALL AHEAD
AND WE'LL HAVE
YOUR ORDER READY!

“Simply
the Best”

No Coupon Necessary

Take ‘nm’ Balke

mi

Redwood Village
705 S. Fortuna Blvd.
Fortuna, 725-9391
2015 Central Ave.

Mckinley

Mon.- Sat. 11-9p.m.

’s hot *5-off coupons “for a limited time.”

romeo

by dthe
* Don't be dazzle

mt e
ment

Sl

__ Untontown Shopping Center
600 F. St. (near Safeway)
Arcata, 822-6220

Valley West Shopping Center
Arcata
822
- 4507

We gladly accept USDA Food Stamps. Not valid with any other offers or promotions. Please no
additions or substitutions. Offer good through March 31, 1992.
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‘HSU students to vote on

A.S. fee increase in April
Devanie Anderson
ac
dl
Baan

The Associated Student Council is hoping
students will see $16 as
a small price to pay for
more A.S. program ser-

hree words that tum a job into a gratifying career. And gratifying careers

and problem
for thinkersde.
-Cly
We're looking
begin at Woodward
solvers who want to work on real projects right alongside engineers and
scientists who are leaders in their fields. G ond

vices.

An AS. fee increase,
to be staggered over
three years, will be put
to a student vote in
April.
The increase would be $0 for the 1992-93
school year with a $6 increase in 1993-94, folanadditional $10 increase in 1994-95.
lowed by
By having the increase cover three years, the
ASC could keep further increases from being
proposed.
Thecouncil made thedecision following more

like your kind of

Interviewing on campus

company? Give us a call.

Wednesday,
March 4.

See Career Services
for details.

Woodward-Clyde@
the earth & its environment
applied to ng
& sciences eri
Engine

EOE/M/F/H/V

than two hours of discussion,

at both the

council's Jan. 27 meeting and ata special meeting Feb. 17, about how much fees would be
raised and when to implement the increase.

At the first meeting the council voted 5-3 to

eS proposed $10 increase for 1993-94 on the
ot.

However, some councilmembers had second
thoughts, and at last week’s meeting voted 53, with one abstention, for the staggered proposal.
A.S. fees have not risen since 1985, when
students voted in a special election to raise fees
from $29 to $42, where they have remained.
The new increase proposal was suggested as
a way to generate money for clubs and .
zations, com
ting for inflation and the
effect of state budget cuts on A.S.
“We are in dire need of revenue,” said
Jonathan Kaplan, chair of the A.S. Board of
Finance, at the Jan. 27 meeting.
Kaplan acknowledged the need to “be sensitive” to students’ financial situations in lightof
CSU fee increases, but said an increase was
necessary to retain the quality of A.S. pro-

Tallored Dresses

Summer Wear
Great Shoes
Hats
Jewe.
Men’s c

AS. fees help fund~

ucational Services,
the CamTechnology,
Appropriate
for
pus Center
omen’s Center, the StuCenterArts, theH
Cendent Access Gallery, the Adult Re-entry
Center,
ter, the North Coast Environmental
Arthe
and
Program
Recycling
the Campus
cata Community Recycling Center.
ms have already
Kaplan said A.S.
aaa
A.S.’s

their belts” and cut costs at the
est.

AS. President Steve Harmon said there would
definitelybe a reduction in programs’ services
if no increase is implemented.
At the Feb. 17 meeting, Harmon told the
council he worked through the 1992-93 A.S.
t, for
to cut it 22.5
budget and managed

a total of $6,000. He said this, along with re-

ees make it posthrough the year with-

serve funds, if en
sible for the A.S. to get

out an increase.

“I walked into my office, put on my republi-

can suit, and cut the hell out of the A.S. bud-

t,” Harmon said. “Basically, Icuteverything
m stipends to (public relations) in our (governmental) budget.”
Last year, as College of Natural Resources

tan inrepresentative, Harmon
crease. At last week’s meeting, he said he had
considered the short-term goals of students,
not the “long-term success of the organization.”
Some council members felt the real issue was
whether or not students would vote for an
increase.

College of Arts and Humanities representative Linda-Marie King mentioned apathy and
low voter turnout and said students with anxiety over fee increases might not express themselves through an election.
“People complain a lot, but not to (the people
involved),” she said.
would need
Harmon said the A.S. p
to help “sell” the fee increase idea to the students they serve.
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212 F St. Eureka « 445-8220
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Discover Kinko's.
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For most of us, there just
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aren't enough hours in a

9 to 5 day to get some of
;

Junior: $39,144-$47,952*

our important p
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done on time. Ke that's

Assistant: $44,880-$55,320*
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why we're open late. Every

day. So no matter when

EBMUD

East Bay Municipal

Utility

che West’
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independent

ted

and

hand and

;

at Kinko's.

& distribution systems, ozonation, methane co-generation, and water reclamation among others.

GE

eInteraction with a large, diversified engineering staff

Truly challenging work assignments
year
$1500 per t
- up to emen
Tuition reimburs
Opportunities for career enhancement through

rotation into other civil engineering specialities
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projects
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The District has implemented state-of-t
career interest.
on your
depending
ot operat

eJob security... no layoffs in 40 years
No threat of being relocated to Arkansas or Saudi Arabia
e An environmentally oriented organization
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*We Can Hire Within This Range DependingOn Qualifications. Increase Expected 5/1/92.
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Built in advancement & salary increases PLUS
annual cost of living review
eComprehensive benefits including choice of health plans,

gga
i

E

l

On the job training which helps prepare you for registration
AND
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dental, 14 holidays, sick leave and tax deferral options
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Workers fight to protect pensions
Imelda

that’s scary.”

By Carole Audisio

Increased

of

a

The California State Employ-

ees Association (CSEA)

wil be

collecting signatures in the
Quad during next week for an
aoa a will aoe the
about how
cpension
funds can be ad
q
“One of the fatter, healthier
chunks of money in the United
States anymore is pension
funds,” said CSEA Humboldt
County Chapter President
Anda

lovely
plum
hat
realy
har
for anybody tokeep thelr
s
ovely

off

plum

thatit’s

it.

“There’sa real question about
whether people's retirement
money that they thought was

freee eng

Act of 1992 initiative that would
become a constitutional amendment if passed by state voters.
This measure would protect
all public
on systems, including those for teachers,
firefighters, police officers and
state employees.
The governor and |
ture
diverted $1.66 billion from PERS
last summer to pay for other government
and help
balance the state budget.
Gov. Wilson favored proposed
legislation, since rejected, which
would have allowed him to appoint PERS board members.
Wilsondid
tion giving him authority to appoint
the

wor!
to
there,” she said.
—
“We're concerned about the
idea that somebody wants to
make it a political resource—

determines state contributionsto
the fund and analyzes the financial condition
of the pension fund.

Culture

come to this campus and he can
do some great things,” Silva
said. “And I said, ‘Let’sdoitina

¢ Continued from page 3

who

way.”

Betances’ visit was orchestrated by members of HSU’s
Faculty-Student
Mentoring
Prom, a group committed to
elping new Black, Latino and
Native American students adjust to the university and community during their first year.
director Paul Silva
and sociology professor /mentor Caleb Rosado, a longtime
friend of Betances, envisioned
his visit as the perfect opportunity to stimulate interest in

multiculturalism.
“This year, Caleb said ‘T’'ve
got one of the most powerful,
dynamic speakers that will ever

—-

actuary, oraccountant,

sado called the “Celebrating Diversity” series an “all-out
blitzkrieg” in the struggle to
a multicultural ethos to
HSU. He and Silva both said the
is not to merely en
in
the rhetoricof multicul
sm,
but to initiate tangible protocols
for the eens century.
“What makes a university
multicultural is not the number
of ethnic groups it contains,” he
said. “It’s whether or not the
‘Four Ps’ — programs, policies,
personnel and
ves —
eity of the
reflect the h
student body and the society at

Marcos

had

2,000

If

she

had

shoes.

podiatrist

have

need

she

pairs

gone

would

only

1,000.

FOOTCARE
SPECIALISTS
° Diabetic & Arthritic
Care- ¢ Bunions
Anda

¢ Ankle Sprain

Webb

iy | ¢ Ingrown Toe Nails

The Pension Protection Act
would return the choice of actu-

“\

“The main issue is oneof fairness,” Webb said. “When we

4

ary back to the PERS board.

retire is the money going to be
there? We want to make sure

itis.”

sensitive to what each student
brings to the academic experience,” Betances said. “Rightnow
we're failing students for not
knowing what they haven’t been
taught.
e said that any institution
which claims to be a university
claims to “universalize

¢ Heel Spurs

« ©@ Warts
: © Corns, Calluses

© Medicare Provider

¢ Accept Most Health
Care Plans

that it is fairly protected so that

R. Bruce Franz D.P.M.

822-2880
1731 G St. ¢ Suite B * Arcata
Only one block from HSU campus

people,”

and that can’t ha
without
an understanding of,and respect
for, the diversity of the changing
pulation.
“It’s what! call ‘embracing the
obvious,’” Betances said. “I want
todevelop coalitions of interests,
not coalitions of color.”

large.”

“We need to make professors

Selection of

lothing and

Accessories
Shorts, Tights & Knickers by:
Giordana &

Trek in wild colors!
Shoes by:
Giro, Diadora &
Time.

Helmets by:
Giro & Bell

HENDERSON

CENTER

BICYCLES

“The Bicycle People”

2811 F Street ¢ Eureka ¢ Mon.-Sat. 10-6 « 443-9861

PRIPAL.

You’ve dreamed about your wedding day...
make that dream a reality.

Bridal Gowns, Accessories
Bridesmaid and Mother-of-the-Bride Dresses

to

440 F ST
EUREKA DOWNTOWN
443-7671 * M-Sat 10-5:30
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facility paid
is a state
go, HSU taxpayer
s, so we do no

Military

cminenee See

According to Susan Hansen

eee

The University Executive

dent

ex-

Alistair

ecutive assistant, and the four
vice presidents, gives final aphave banned

the

military from recruiting, but
_
there are some cam
“we visit less —
r
cause of the
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COMMUNITY — swmsmranm 9
City election coincides with | spring break
By

First-time voters or thoseCaco
outside Arcata can register
an
application at setae
Post
ce.

faculty who have children enrolled in
county schools.
However, HSU students
to
vote in the county but out of the area on
April
14 canstill vote in the election,
ch features an eight-person race for
three council seats, by voting
leas wt hae

Dovid Jervis ond Ruse Andeveen

What's shaping up as the most tumultuous Arcata City Council campaign in
more than 20 years ends with election
day on April 14—smack in the middle of
HSU’s spring break.
Because Arcata contracts its city election, including the mailing of sample
ballots and counting of votes, to the
county, it must comply with the date
by state law — the second Tuesday in April — for elections in incorpovend cities.
In addition, spring break at HSU is
almost always scheduled for the week
before Easter Sunday to coincide with
most other universities and schools,
which is the case again
this semester.
“We are
to coordinate break
with the county schools Easter break,”

nder state law, all

tee ballots.

Sample ballots will be mailed to all
registered votersin the county
8
March 16, and on the back page of the
booklet is an application for an absentee
ballot, which can be used by any voter
unable to visit a polling place on election
da
"heplicntions can be mailed to the
Humboldt County Elections Division at
3033 H St. in Eureka, ora letter requesting
a ballot can be sent to the same office up
until a week before the election. The absentee ballots are then mailed to voters’
home addresses.
Starting April 7, voters wishing to vote
absentee must a
in person at the
division office in Eureka and fill out a
special request form. Completed ballots

said Pat Vanderklis, administrative as-

sistant to HSU’s vice president for academic affairs.
She said this is done for students and

* Deadline to register: March 16

¢ Sample ballots mailed: March 16
¢ Absentee voting: April 7-14, with

deadline of 8 p.m., April 14, for
receipt of absentee ballot.
* Election date: April 14

So
to or brought
by the office
time up until 8 p.m. on April 14,
alt ough mailed ballots must be received
by the county, not just postmarked, no
later than that ans 2
Voters not res iding in the city of Arcata have until
16 to register to
vote in the April 14 election.

are eli-

gible to vote if they are over 18, a U.S.
citizen, and not in prison or on parole for
the conviction of a felony.
To vote in the Arcata city elections,
Arcata must be listed as the place of residence on the application.
If another city is listed as a place of
residency, a person can
t to Arcata, but they forfeit their right to vote in
—_ vious place of residency.
Council candidate and HSU stueine aul “Tex” Butterfield doesn’t anticipate spring break a
his chances
at winning a seat on the city council.
“If anything, it will
them (the
voters) think more about what they are
voting for,” Butterfield said.

Butterfield said he and his campaign
are as seo te the Quad with
registration applications until March 16 in hopes
of one more students to vote, including by absentee ballot.

Hauser: Arcata politics changing for worse
Q The Assemblyman

and former mayor of
Arcata recalls a time
when campaigns
were less expensive
and more personal.
m

P¢

|

w ES
ITICS

back when I
was on city

council because we all ran lowbudget, door-to-door campaigns,” Hauser said. “I don’t
think any of us really spent any
money with the media. Wedidn’t
Hauser remembers scroung-

and conservatives in Arcata that
surfaced in the ‘70s is intensifying and changing the face of the
city’s politics.
“Anybody
but Victor”
bumper-stickers and a measure
to limit campaign contributions
have set the opposing tones for
April's City Council elections.

Dan Hauser was at his home in Arcata recently during a break in his legisiative
duties. It was the first time he'd been home in the middie of the week in 10 years.

that came up

NSO

ing plywood to make his own

Controversy between liberals

MEG LAWS) THE LUMBERJACK

is

feel there was a need to.”

By Robert Britt
COMMUNITY EDITOR

Assemblyman

“This

not an issue

Dan Hauser,

former councilmember and
mayor of Arcata, thinks politics
in this hamlet are changing for
the worse.
Hauser, in an interview at his
homein Arcata recently, remembers a time when campai tribution limitationswo
been pointless.

signs.

“I've still got paint on the
back-porch cabinets where (my
wife) Donna hand-painted our
lawn signs — where she missed
the board once in a while.”
Hauser is frustrated by the
rising costs of campaigns today.
ch one of us has to go out
and raise ridiculous sums of
money,” he said. “Thateit witha
passion.”

For this reason, he would like
to see limits placed on campaign
ditures, rather than contribution limits such as those included in an initiative that will
appear on Arcata’s April ballot.

See Hauser, next page

NAACP tries to build bridge to students
e In an article
last week in

:

The Lumberjack about hous- | | © Eureka chapter has difficulties reaching

ing and landlords @ oriad | | African-American students on campus

with his
an

ord.

Mann was quoted as

They weren't quoting everyone the same price.”

Bie
Mann was re:
California Lifestyles
the first sentence and ce

Cookhouse Realty.
Th Lumberjeck
eomuantinnaneabal
may have caused.

Chantal Falron
African-Americanstudents

having difficulty ad
lifecan
HumboldtCounty
help at the Eureka NAACP

OS

el

Pet
for all oun kind,
Sele stor caetbees
ec

of Humboldt County’s National
of Colored People and
ment
chairmanof HSU’s ethnic stud-

ies department.
Smith said “fi
majorproblemfa

in” is a
col-

umboldt
lege rear
there are no
Coun
churches, fraternities, clubs or
organized activities for black

students.
Most come from densely
areas that have these
acilities, and here they find
nothing but the Black Student
Union at HSU, which Smith
thinksis not enough.

“On campus thereisnoblack
community, just black students,” he said. “There
is a difference. Most of them, when
they come here, can’t even get a
haircut. It has changed a littl
but not much.”
Smith said he has been work-

on a study to determine
, why and from where
black students
come from, and

if they are basically satisfied
with Humboldt County.
NAACP
chair Ina
Harris said the
n
hasn’thad much luck with outreach to students.

“We tried to build a bridge

between Humboldt State students and the community,”
she said.

See NAACP, next page

.
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Hauser

NAACP

“When people have
problems they come to
us and when we do our
work well most people

© Continued from page 9
Some black students are
creating their own groups to
help cope with adjustment.
Greene, 21, a liberal
studies/child development
junior, submitted a
sal
to the Associated
Students last
week to form a fraternity for
9g men called Omega Psi
The fraternity would compliment a support
group alS ptpaasidincemencdied
Young Black Men in Motion.
The NAACP’s last event in
the county was the celebration of Martin Luther King’s
birthday
on Jan. 15. in frontof
the county courthouse.
“Last year we had a couple
of people come by and blow
theirhornsina negative way,”

Smith said.
“This year a couple (of
people) blew their horns in a
positive way. We could appreciate it,” he said with a

smile.
The NAACP was founded

NATHAN SMITH
HSU Professor

in we investigate it, talk to the
le concerned, and try to

in 1909 bya group
of black and
white citizens “appalled at the
injustices thatsome Americans
suffered solely because of their
race.”

reach an unders
felp
between all the parties

here for 40
focuses much of its effort on

about 100 members, meets the
third Sunday of each month at

chapter hasbeen
NAACP

court cases and working
ee
‘
people have
lems they come to us and
we do our work well

with

probwhen
most

le don’t know we exist,”
Smith.
But he also said, “We don’t

try to make a lot of noise at
demonstrations and things like
that.”
“When a complaint comes

ng
con-

cerned,” he said.

The local chapter, with

in Eureka.
The next event will be the
23rd Annual Charles Wash-

ington Soul Food Dinner on
April 11 at the Veterans Memorial Building in Eureka, in
honor of the former president
of the NAACP.
More informatiori can be
obtained from Smith in Lower

Library 36.
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Hesaid

more university cam-

puses need to be built in California, and existing ones need
money to expand. But he’s not
sure HSU ought to be included
in those

may reach a point
“HSU
where it says, ‘This is as big as
we're going to get.’ [don’t think
wewanttoget tothe
point where
we're a Long Beach State,” he
said.

“oh 9.
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tao

U.S. Forest Service

U

uate,
is concerned about the
of funds being directed to
the CSU and UC systems.
“California has been built
upon the success of its higher
education facilities,” hesaid. “To
dismantle the system is very
sh
ted — a tragic mistake
wil cost us more money 10
that
or 15 years from now.”
Hauser said there
is wasteand
duplication in the overall education system that could be
This plus higher tax
rechanneled.
-income groups
rates for
the systems.
expand
ers
could

“That’s probably more conser-

Rancho Arroyo

an

Hauser,

vative than I would have been
on the Council when I said the
state should stay outof our business.”
Hauser finds his stand on
housing puts him at odds with

|

~—_Comporation

the environment,

when all they’re really doing is
roe an elitist community
only upper-middle-class
where
white families live,” he said.
Hauser has proposed highdensity, affordable housing be
built —
the old NWP railroad corridor inSonoma County.
“My friends in the environmovement down there
mental
say, ‘No, we want that as open
space.’ Well, wheredo you want
the people to live?” Hauser
you want them to
asked,
vineyards or the
the
live where
apple orchards are today?”
Hauser said on all issues, including education, politicians
are not planning long-term.
“There are no immediate solutions,” he said. “Weneed longterm anne:
lans.”

feels he’s changed his perspective rather than his ideology.
Hauser said he’s never accepted contributions from oil
companies because he’s opposed
to drilling off the shore of California. But oil company officials
still want to talk to him about
other issues, so he began inviting them to fundraisers.
“Surprisingly, a number of
them contributed,” Hauser said.
“And they all know exactly
where I stand on those issues.
You just have to recognize that
money is a reality of politics.”
Hauser said he ran for Arcata
t the green
protecl
to ci
City Coun
belt between Arcata and Eureka.
Then, as now, he advocated
higher density housing which
he said is more environmentally
sensitive. He believes it is now
his responsibility to force cities
to adopt this
position.
“The fact that I’m advocating
itas a state rT. puts me at
odds with what
I said when I
was on City Council,” he said.

Gulch Park

3:30 p.m.at

protecting

* to the legislature in 1982. But he

Career Fair

CIMES & COUNTIES

“Thereare environmentalists
who want to exclude affordable
housing
and do it in the nameof

“Even undera campaign contribution limit indiv:duals can
spend theirown money,” Hauser
said.
But he backs the concept of
the Arcata measure and said it
forces candidates to get support
from more people rather than
relying on large organizations.
“Tt just amazes me that this
hasto become an issue in a small
like Arcata,” he said.
community
“Times have changed — badly.”
As times have changed, so
has Hauser since he was elected

don't know we exist.”

The Eureka

community.

¢ Continued from page 9
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“VO
Yurok Indian shares history
of his tribe in schools and
on national television
southernmost village of the
Yurok territory
once existed.
ae progr powcr ee
atop of the hill that overlooks
Trinidad
Bay with the town be-

By douse Games

trail that leads to
what used to be the

Tsurai Village now has
a “no
“I can’t even

le spoke ke pea peacefully y of of a
“a

vague sign of the trail near the

wn there

ere
ible.
The rest of the way has been
covered by
tion.
From a distance, trees and
bushes
to meet
the sea.
The d
tion of 78 years has
erased evidence of the 12 or so
homes last occupied in 1914.

an
,” said
Lindgren,
a
tion Yurok Indian
who still lives in Trinidad,
half a
ancestors
his
mile from where

meets with school groups
turesat Patrick's Point State Park,

he talks about the history of the
land and the Americans that
were there before the arrival of

the Europeans.

indgren has traced his
family
to the mid-1800s,

and from there they go back to

on CNNand
Hehasa
PBS to talk about the culture of
the Yurok Indians. Until recently
about
there was very littleknown
has
the Yuroks, but Lind
learound
helped to educate
the world about
be
After working most of his life
self-employed in the timber intendent of
dustry and as su
the oun
uvenile hall,
Lindgren, 73, is retired. His passion now is sharing the history
whod n't
of thearea with people
know about it.
“It shows kids there were
people here before the Europeans came,” he said.

oo pad

a

e
pa
that Gexctnde from Trinidad to
the shores of the bay where the

Axal Lindgren, member of the Teural tribe, stands before what his people call Tsurawa (Mountain
by the Sea), what Is commonly known as Trinidad Head. “Even today, see-faring people
sald.
Lindgren,”
recognize that landmark

1620, heSe

eee

tle

expression

sean

oth a distant smile as he ex-

plains Yurok history.

“My grandmother was the

last medicine woman,” he said.

eee waseee
1
ad Wwwhen
shediedin140.

At about the turn of the cen-

tury the Europeans
shall control the sea, and that’s
what she did,” h¥said.
aoe
south of
surai Village were
Wiyot tribe. There mad teen
termarriages between the two

tribes, so Lindgren’s grand-

mother would meet with a
woman from the Wiyots to make
sure everything
was going all
¢.

“The Chulila Tribe, however,
which was east of Trinidad,
along River Creek, wasn’t as

peaceful,”
he said. “They would

come down the creek to the
beach, then go along the coast
and raid some of the villages,
taking mostly food and some
ons.
were some
mix-ups that sometimes ended
in murders.”
en the Europeans arrived,
they showed the

ily.

“She told us whattodo,
where
She
it.
do
to
to do it and when
knew how to take care of the

sothat
would
go out
would
She
tiful.
wait
didn't
—
thanks
give
‘til Sunday or Christmas
or Easter. It was every day right on the

he said.
spot,”

said when the ocean

was so rough the people could
not walk across the beach, his

grandmother would calm it

to take

over the homesteads. The Yuroks

natives an easier way of life,

Lindgren
said.
“They brought different

clothing and
to manufacturelumber. Another
thing
ieaceesitaeice
wasn'tas
as the punishment of the tribe,” he said.
“A quick transformation of
the Yuroks occurred after Eurocontact
—in some instances
the best. Other things should
have stayed the same.

did not have any proof
Oe See unk th tay ons

not

the ocean had
95 and still

up. She was
out there.”

Leakeal of the cunges

it.

The Yurok culture began to
die out. The last to live in the
ee
when
the Europeans
octane
wetkesereae
into the water
ly of the
Tsurai Village,
said.
round 1922 a
started being
builtin
a
a
ea
oil a ap
into the creeks,
run off into
wning beds
of the fish, and there go the fish.
“It’s still the same,” he said.
He
ted to the mountain
him and said, “I own
some property over there where
Renee ieee
down there, looked at that thing
and it was just sludge coming
down from there, going into the
creek
and theocean.”
The E
t with
them adifferent
attitude toward

the land, too. He said during
fishing season they used the bay
iced
grandmother
must have

died a thousand deaths. She
could hear all this la
and
holl
scaring the
:
out of
[ aaa her
pay

her camp, walking over the sand

industry

you

would

have

thought they did the same as
what was done to the buffalo—
went out and slaughtered them
for one particular
“They (the timber
industry)
did a good job. They went in and
gotthenumber onelumber. Now
it’sall coming back. It’s all forest
again,” he said.
Lindgren said the Yuroks
have never been asked their
opinion on controversial wildissues.

“The spotted owl is bad luck
for the Yurok. We used to go out
and kill them.”
Before Europeansarrived life
was more pure and satisfying,
butit took quite a bit of work, he
said.
“I couldn't live that kind of
children
life,” hesaid. “My
but it
heritage,
their
know about
in
survive
doesn’t help them
these times. Today we are all
Americans. The quicker we get
to believe this we will have a
better world.”
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that we
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the state and national economy by any-

family-unit construction starts inthe na-

good

yees in the first quarterof 1991. Furtado

It’s been said that Humboldt County
is behind the times when it comes to a lot
local coning
to two
of things, but accord
up with
caught
has
county
the
tractors
the recession.

tinng
wesaccordi
46 years,
where from six tionwasthelo
ment.
Depart
ce
Commer
U.S.
the
yegr,” to
months to a
Furtado and Stodder have both felt the
Stodder said.
economy goes in effectsof the decrease in housing starts.
Stodder laid off two of his four em-

to eight months behind whatever ha
,
s,”Jim Fu
areasaid
pensinthe
Inc.
ion
nstruct
owner of

times and then
there’s bad times,”
tnow
he said.

“There’s

always)six
nty
(the couare
“I thiwenk

Ted Stodder, an HSU

uate stu-

of Stodder Properties
dent and owner

we're
in a bad time.

Ted Stodder

This is the normal

said his sales of new homes in
McKinleyville dropped from 24 in 1990,
to 16in 1991.
Both contractors attributed thedecline
in sales to the suffering state economy,

because many
County are boughtby people from Southern California
down there,
“When things are
lot of money
a
for
houses
people sell their
and move up here and buy houses for
half as much,” Stodder said. “Right now
we're seeing very, very few people moving up from Southern California.”
To make up for decreased sales of new
homes, Stodder has been remodeling old

ones.

See Builders, page 13
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About 900 families
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ter as a refuge from domestic
violence,
as well as for counseling, emergency services and information, Johnson said. More

information is available
at 444-
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— Russ Anderson
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Furtado also said he is wor-

ried the recession will last much

longer because “the governments are all short of money.
“We're facing so many problems that I’m wondering, ‘God,
how can we realistically come
out of this?’”
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service to our customers,
Each year our SUPER SALE has gotten busier & busier — To provide better
sale dates are March 6, 7 & 8.
we are starting the bike part of the SUPER SALE early — accessory

FEB. 20- MAR. 8

ALL BIKES ON SALE STARTING

Shey
a

1992 TREK and UNIVEGA MOUNTAIN BIKES
$30 - 150 OFF!
ALL RACING BIKES
$50 - 200 OFF!
Due to our buying power we are offering
incredibly low prices on all bikes in the
store. Shop early for best selection.

FOR EXAMPLE

REG.

SALE

1991 TREK 800
TREK 830
TREK 950
1992 UNIVEGA
1000 RACING
400 TOURING
1992 TREK 930
TREK 830

#300”
*420°
640”
*329*
#550”
*450°
*5§70°
$440”

#269"
$359"
*§29*
$299"
$350
$299*
*499"
$399*

SUPER SALE ON ACCESSORIES

22.7755

FRI

MARCH

6

9-6

SUN

MARCH

8

11-4

SAT

MARCH7

MARCH

6-8

LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND

9-6

5 Good Reasons To Choose
The Library Copy Center...
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Horch Specs
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colored paper, thesis copying, transparencies,
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@ (when all you need is a GOOD pencil)
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General school supplies

a

@ (no one can do it as GOOD as you can)
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Self-service copiers

,
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HSU prof challenges high school math system
It may be easier, but is the Saxon system preparing students for college?
© The Saxon math system,

Ziggernauts instead of
real-life, logical situations that might occur.
“His
is that
you don’t have to understand
the
problemin
order
to workit out,” he
said
Chinn said the system
was d
ed so teachers could teach math
without really knowing
the subject.
It was designed to be
a standardized method
for any instructor to
teach. This can be beneficial for some
private
schools, which
may
have instructors withoutteaching credentials.
“The school district
genuinely thought that
this system would help
the students since it

which teaches students to
solve problems one piece
at a time, may lessen
teacher's contribution to

math classes.

pmo

Arcata and McKinleyville
High School
teachers are debating whether their current math system is adequate for students to compete at college level.
The Saxon Math System, written by
John Saxon, is widely used by school

districts in Northern California, Oklahoma and several private schools nationwide.
The “Saxon Principle” concentrates on
breaking down complex problems and
teaches the students to solve problems
one piece at a time. Once students learn a
new concept, they then review other concepts that were previously taught before
moving on to a new part of the
lem.
“The system doesn’t teach the student
toin
te the
into a whole,” said
HSU math Professor Phyllis Chinn.
“Somehow,
the studentsare miraculously
supposed to put the whole system to-

Bole

The system has been criticized by

view,” Chinn said.
Maureen Reiner, an
HSU business and math
lecturer, used the Saxon
System as the subject for her graduate
thesis. She said the most positive aspect of
the system was the opportunity for repetition.
“It gives the students ample time to

a

W.I.N.S. provides forum for issues
;
°
and network for women in science
®

@

rot ala)

a)

LEN DE GROOT
«GRAPHBYIC

piece of the probconcentrate on
lem,” she said. “It’s like sorting the pieces
of a puzzle.”
However, she said the system deviates from the logical framework of solving Sage ogee and does not put
effort into combining the steps
enough
into a concise, logical package.
“When these students enter college,
the instructors are not going to spend

HSU math Professor Phyllis Chinn opposes the use of
the Saxon math system in area high schools. Above,
Chinn uses biocks to mode! mathematical patterns.

McKinleyville High School math teacher
Don Nielsen
for not giving students logical situations in word
lems to work
with. Forexample,a word problem might
contain make-believe creatures called

math |

Source: Testing Center

breaks down problems
and emphasizes re-

PHOTO COURTESY OF MICHAEL SLINKER, HSU PUBLIC AFFAIRS

HSU

|The

See Math, next page
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W.LN.S.
° Continued
from page 15
ing decisions
about resource use

opportunity to

Sr manageoo

sciences.
“There are not very many role
models for women in the sciences which is why we try to
have as many women
sionals from the community
come and speak to our class as
much as
,” she said.
Turner said they have had
women from the
, graduates in the wildlife department
eS
pe ogg Peace
Corps
s|
to
.
Sees oar club is relatively
small, they do not etheySe
amount of fund
fund themselvesby
with
the biology coffees
from members.
“We have even provided a
small
t to one student who
is going to South Africa to study

on all people, the

decisions
must achieve the es-

eee

ae
other
model,
which besieal
i that
crapsall heme gem
ech
sions be made

822.0391
Elda V. Ueland

Nuldad to College of
the Redwoods

7 collective

whole insteadof a particular
ented
of
le that operateina
decisions are
handed Ha
“This partnership model is
what we base our leadership
on,” Lee said. “This is why we
have two ap-advisers: myself
and Jan Turner, the d

ent

of biological sciences.”
~ Turner said the group
is very
diverse in age and interestin the
sciences.
“We are
ted by different science fields. Wildlife,
natural resources and biology

within the

Turner said the club will remain strong and will continueas
long as there is a need or want.

Valley West Shopping Ctr.
(Giuntoli Ln. Offramp)
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Got an opinion?
Mad as hell and not going to take it any more?
Let the world know what’s on your mind. Write a
letter to The Lumberjack. Letters are limited to
250 words and must be signed. Include a phone
number and address, class standing and major if
applicable. Deliver
letters to Nelson
Hall East 6, in the
basement.
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Alex Haley’s ‘Roots’ are remembered, honored
Q Pulitzer Prize-winning author Alex Haley is remembered during Black
History Month for his contribution to the education of all people.

As Black History Month nears its end, we must not
forget the legacy of a great man whose talent contrib-

uted to the education and enlightenment of both black

and aa ss
Black

History

ae

Month

Haley.

is an a

te time to

tribute to the acclaimed tien wi aed of eee
arrest Feb. 10. He was 70 years old.
Haley took the world on a heart-wrenching odyssey
16 “ses age when he astounded audiences with his
Pulitzer Prize-winning book, and the television
miniseries, “Roots: The Saga of an American Family.”
and great -aunts told intriguing
His eon
him to trace his mother’s side of
prompted
which
tales
the family tree back six generations to an African ancestor who called a banjo ko and a river Kamby bolongo.
Haley’ sfascinating story caused many black Americans
pride in his 12-year voyage — a voyage that
to
exposed the plight of African slaves in America.
Born in Ithaca, N.Y., Haley, who was a U.S. Coast
Guard cook for oe men rt several works, including
1965’s “The Autobiography of Malcolm X” (which received little
tional work enti

tion until after “Roots”), and a fic“A Different Kind of Christmas,”

published in 1988.
Haley wasin the process of publishing two books this
year. “Queen” is about Haley’s father’s family, includ-

ing his great-grandfather, a Civil War colonel of Irish
descent.
The other book is a biography of Madam C.J. Walker,
a bach aiken tbo plaved « remarkable role in the
and was the United
advancement of African-Americans
States’ first self-made millionaire.
writing after he retired from the Coast
Haley
nes for several years before
Guard. He wrote for
he submerged himself in the tedious research of “Roots.”
He said he never expected the story to have such an
=

on the world.
issue of Essence
anarticlein this month’s

ne,
his
in
intment
he was asked if there was a major di
been
that “It’s
life: He said “Roots” was so s
just about near impossible for me to find the time to
write the way I used to. For the last decade, I haven’t
a writer. I’ve been the authorof ‘Roots,’ and I need
been
to turn that around. Ive got to write.”
, who was married three times, also stated in the
article that being a writer probably contributed to the
breakup of his first two marriages.
. “In both cases,” he said, “the other woman was a
ter.”

ie said he could not deny the fact that writing came

first.
He is survived by his three adult children: Lydia Ann

and William Alexander, from his 23-year marriage to

life; however, his contribution to the world, and to

marriage, to Juliette Collins.

on.

Nannie Branch, and Cynthia Gertrude, from his second

African-Americans in particular, is a legacy that lives

es’ fires up Ferndale
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Haley’s death brought a sudden end to his chapter of
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affirming, specifically of the doing much more conservative in Laborat
Times” is sched Burning
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next
the
for
“I'm pleased that the mem-__uled
“But it’s not at all degrading to
ale Repertory The- at the Ferndale Repertory The. wanted tomakeita bers of
I really
men

Foranyonewho’sever wished

for the rot to see a professional, full-length play —
‘written by one of HSU’s own
chance!
Times,” a play
“The Burning
by Louise Williams, associate
oer

directed

Theater. The play is

by HSU graduate stu-

dent Peggy Metzger.

witchcraft,” she said. “There’sa
certain moment when the characters in the play realize what's

Proceeds
the
from
Sompeees

theaudience,hopefully,realizes
it too.”
“It’s a play that’s very self-

after the
miere will go
to the Howl-

feminist the-

ater

Willams

group

which Metzger co-founded last _ balanced piece.”

“It’s a great deal for HSU stu- _ year.

“The drama and the tension

Metzger, whoco-directed“Ex_tremities” at HSU last fall, said
“The Burning Times” is a “non-

porary theme, definitely not
mainstream.”
She said Ferndale is used to

on

ater.

“This is a much different

of

Thursday, Friday and Saturday,

for

perforalso be two matinée
mances: this Sunday, and Satur-

Louise’s play,” said Metzger.

that exists (in the play) is really

question of inditory Theater. “For the price ofa examines “theversus
the consenethics
vidual
_
attend
can
they
regular ticket,
relative
the
and
y
theopeningnightandthecham- sus moralit
tion.”
civiliza
of
s
pagnereceptionand they'Ilhave progres

Both WilliamsandMetzgerare
teful for the opportunity to

really

Ferndale.

of the theater arts department’s

director for the Ferndale Reper-

“The >

ous play, Wil

said, which

wonderful,” Rebik said.

cave the play produced in

Other plays written and pro-

duced by Williams include: “Still
Dreaming of Christopher Kahn,
DDS,” “Zucchini,” and “Cancer

ater were willing to take

Ragen isaseri-

dents,” said Clint Rebik, artistic

criticism, and a master’s degree
in playwrighting from Indiana
University.

Thisis

play than they're used to.

quite a change
ale.”

Williams has served as head

_Play times will be at 8:15 p.m.

and March 5,6 and 7. There

ll

day, March 7, at 2:15 p.m. Tick-

ets are $6.

Films bring women’s issues to the big screen
By Chas Moffett
COMBERIACK STAFF
ng the accomplishMarch is dedicated to
ments of women — Women’s National History Month
and International Women’s Day on Sunday, March 8.
tion of these events, the Humboldt County
In
a non profit organization based in
Rape Crisis Team,
te positive images about
- Eureka, is “trying to
women,” with its ond ‘Annual Women’s Film Festival,
said Bonnie Orris, an administrative specialist for the

by,eand about, multicultural women,
Othe films mad
will be shown Saturday and Sunday at the Minor Theaterin Arcata. Projection time for the films are 11 a.m. to
2 p.m. both days.
in length from three to 37 minutes, the films
topics as one animated short film from Life

cover

eee

mem

magazine's version of the feminine mystique, to “Mirror, Mirror,” a 17-minute exploratory film about a
woman's body image
i
According to an article by Robin Morgan in the Janu, one idea about
ary/February issue of MS.
is the idea
changed
be
to
needs
——
in
women
asking to
are
they
dress,
women
way
that because of
from the
comes
y
be raped. This though t unfortunatel
uae is conditioned by some media messages.
Crisis Team is sponsoring the
PeAlthough the Ra
deal with the issue of rape.
ms
festival, not all the
One of the films to be shown is “Wind Grass Song: The
Voice of Our Grandmothers,” a documentary presenting an unusual vision of U.S. regional culture. Based on
interviews with Oklahoma women a

85 to 101, the

story is explained through an oral history given by
black, Native American and white elderly women.
meee

eH

Oe

eee

Q In recognition of Black History
Month, BSU will present ‘A Tribute to
Malcolm X' today in Gist Hall.

peste
battled racialo

film in honor of
“The movie

ion with militant ideology, will be

t with “A Tribute to Malcolm X,” a

Black History Month.

much covers his entire life,” said

social science sophomore and member
ee
"s Black Student Union. “It covers his childhood
of
and the FBI files on him, but it mainly focuses on his
presentations and oe
“Also, it dispels the misconceptions and mythology
about Malcolm X,” Jackson said. “He wanted equality
for African-Americans, he said ‘by any means necessary.’ But he didn’t necessarily mean by violence, he
meant by improving rks pea of education, raising

the social and

a maed.
This had
apprehend
mhis
and
col
Mal
effect on

stratums. He believed that

no matter what the color of your skin, nothing should

y Malcolm Little, was born into
poverty in Lansing, Michigan. His father, Earl Little, a
preacher as well asa follower of Marcus Garvey and the
“Back-to-Africa Movement,” had seen three of his six

brothers killed by white men. He believed that blacks

Growingup, Malcolm wasone

in his
of the few black people
ht.

to

his teacher to be more “realisti

and become a carpen
odd jobs for whites in the area.
Angryat the wall of racism hold-

to

ing him back, he left Lansing

eventually become a pimp,

thief,

gambler and drug pusher.

Malcolm X’s transition from
criminal to leader happened in
n. His family wrote to himabout
reli
natural
am, calling it “the
ede
ian
ybu
The
»
e
Se
tianity kept blacks from rising up
by bel atarwnag
t their o
of a rewardin heaven. Malcolm himself soon became a Muslim.
Once out of prison, Malcolm X exages the anger of the black masses in
s speeches. He believed that Africanee
paar parepmre' =)
their culture was
since
ty
identi
to find
d
desteope by sain
The militant methods of Malcolm X and the
Nation of Islam (a group of Black Muslims who

the social
Saad the

while im
Neuctoaet
een

demanded
conditions o

black community with racial pride for the first
time.

According

interest in

to Jackson, there has been a renewed

the slain leader among young African-

Americans.

from a harsh environment —

“They're co:
laces

ay

,

as
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one
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could never be truly free in a country they were brought
ey, that all
as did
to in chains. Also, he believed,
their motherland to find their
torn
blacks needed to retu
true identity.
In a time when a “successful” black person was a
waiter or a shoeshine boy, Earl Little had a rare pride
and dignity that Malcolm saw and learned from.
In 1931, Earl Little was found dead from a crushed
skull, his life cut short by white men who were never

.

ideas about white society.

school and was very
When he expressed a

Malcolm X, the radical black leaderof the 1960s who

remembered

—— The Lemberjeck.

1992

like Oakland, and South-Central

A. Malcolm X was a powerful leader,
he dealt with harsh issues,” he said. “His

message 18 po
hope

hope.
in a time of lessened

isa myth —alie,” he said. “The Africane its
has to set
today enc
American experi

to give it to
African-American and not wait for anyone
me. Malcolm taught self-esteem, self-power and dig-

on unification. We have to work
for a mutual goal.”

nity.”
in Gist
be shown today
e X” will
to Malcolm
'A Tribut

colm’s message, which is ‘b any
isstill verymuch
means

Hall 221 at 5 p.m.
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WEINHARDS

50¢ a glass!
¢Burgers & Homefried Potatoes *French Roast ¢

Beer/imports *Wine ° Sierra Nevada on Tap
REGULAR HOURS
Mon-Fri

Saturday

Sunday Brunch

7a.m.- 3 p.m.

8 a.m. - 3 p.m.

8 a.m.
-3 p.m.

1057
H St. © Downtown
Arcata * 822-4650

Students '~
rap about
race issues
on KHSU

Walk-Ins Welcome!
Sianieut

In the Bayshore Mall-
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Bruce Cockburn brings his 22 years of experience to the Arcata
Theater
on Thursday.

Songwriter blends
social activism, folk,
and musical variety
popularity affords him a highly
visible vantage point from
which
to express his views. Yet ulti-

By Todd Kushnir

For 22 years Canadian singersongwriter Bruce Cockburn
been mixing folk, bluesy rock
and jazz with his own brand of
Christian mysticism — and the
blend has earned him awards
and devoted fans worldwide.
Cockburn is on tour to promote his new album, “No
But a Burning Light,” and
perform at the Arcata Theater
tomorrow evening.
True to his lyrics’ stance,

Cockburn has proven himself a
dedicated social activist
for more
than 20 years, having personally
worked for Native American
ve Central American politiissues and preservation of
the environment.
The material on “Nothing But
a Burning Light” follows in the
tradition of his previous work.
His songs “Kit Carson” and “Indian Wars” address the wrongs
committed against Native

mately, he stated, “all of us who

live in this culture are affected
by the same currents of awareness and concern.”
“I
got into music because it
was the only thing I was interested indoing,” Cockburn stated
in a recent
Chicago Sun-Times
article. “I didn’t really think
about music. I justdid it. Luckily
for me it worked out. I don’t
think [ Wouldbe very happy
doing anything else.”
Cockburn wil
rm tomorrow at 8 p.m. His band consists
of

guitarist

Colin

Linden,

keyboardist Richard Bell, bassist John Dymond and drummer
Miche Pouliot. Singer Sam
Phillips will open the show, and
tickets are $15 general and $12
for students. For more information call 826-3928.

Nathan Smith, HSU professor
of ethnic studies, is waging a
war against racism.

The enemy is
ce and
distrust, the battleground is
American society and Smith's
is education.
Commemorating
Black History Month, Smith’s monthly
half-hour
KHSU radio program
“Rap On Race,” focused Sunday on the life and accomplishments of
c black American Muslim leader Malcom X.
"a rng nor X asa demon.
When he began to s)
out for
eaauatend
the world,
it is understandable
how he became a threat to those
with interests in exploiting the
oppressed,” Smith said in the
SU studio where “Rap On
Race” is prerecorded.
For his show, Smith spoke
with Byron Turner, a history
graduate from HSU, and psychologist Don Jones about
Malcom
X and hiseffecton African-American and white relations.
Smith is an eloquent and
knowledgeable speaker whose

ideas sometimes spark controversy, yet he is not afraid to ex-

pose the prejudices that racial
minorities face.
“First we have to become

O)ime is flying towards spring break.
Are you planning on flying? If so, book
early as discount seats are limited.

Give us a call and we will be happy
to help you plan.

Dalianes Travel
822-7676
UC Center - HSU
Mon. - Fri.
Wed.

9a.m.-4p.m.
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

\EENTERMRIS
PRESENTS
from England

aware (of racism), then we can

change our discriminations,”
Smith said. “T try to pull (racist

See Radio, page 20

Americans.

Cockburn wasborn in Ottawa,
Ontario in 1945. The music bug
first bit him 11 years later.
“I liked rock ‘n’ roll from the
very first time I heard Elvis
»” Cockburn stated in a
release. Within
afew years
had taken up the guitar, inby the sounds of Buddy
olly and Richie Valens.
The young Cockburn took
tar lessonsand played in top-

Owen
Norris
CO-SPONSORED

*

BOY

bands while in high school.

He discovered ragtime, country
blues and learned finger-pickSe
heeneon wn

1991 Gilmore Award winning pianist

He later attended the Berklee

College of Music in Boston,

aes

FRIDAY, MARCH 6TH

where he said he absorbed the
ever since

of the
I’ve

Fulkerson Recital Hall, HSU 8pm

us

$6 students & seniors / $12 general

from

wa
aiwaysioved
Seeuse
of bine,

he stated. “When I

first heard Bob Dylan and John

Lennon, it was revealed to me

that you could put poetic words
with music.”

nore

arene tiaiee ave
two

-

A

great place to meet

iends after class!

Information & Mastercard/Visa phone orders call

826-3928
Tickets:

The New Outdoor Store, Arcata
The Works, Arcata & Eureka

University Ticket Office, Nelson Hall East
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Yeah ... but what’s it supposed to mean?

Q The latest surprise “visual statement”
— but whodunnit:it?
appears on campus slate
Ey en STAFF

Klux

an effigy of a crucified Ku

tacted by a woman who was

The display was located be~
Se

upset

after seeing the display.
Hesaid she had torn the cruci.

committee

idea» Suntec tes SL
re

ax

e

ofart. Instead, itis

lan ~ weather gets nice, students get

the possibility of

=
™

creative.”

=

ARLO

Folk Singer

;

im show 8.30 pm

Bice

Thurs. Feb. 27 13
5

er

a DA’LADAS
6

60

oe

~

= ee

may

=©=6“We have to be careful not to

Monday a kayak

However, Esteban said he

TOM ANGEL) THE LUMBERJACK = men’stoiletinthe

wouldn’t have had a problem
% with taking the display down

Legend
Mi door 7:30 pm

| because, in addition to offendm ing the woman, it was unautho-

was placed in a

appeared on campus Monday.

down,” he said.

is no permission, it willbe taken

PublicArt,anadvisorycommit-

“If something is offensive or
insulting or in bad taste, if there

Building.
Art
Hawkins said it
was moved because it blocked

stalls and limited handicapped

rized.

He said if the projecthad been
authorized by the Committee on

oe.

access.
Campus police were alsocon-

the

Fri. Mar. 13

a TWO SHOWS ©

;

$4500

re
&

-

5

First show

7:

pm

H JESSECOLIN

{9

5

oe

YOUNG

: Saturday March 14

chow t'pm $13.00 fl
Humboidt Calypso
March 21

Hour
Happy
M-Th
5-8p.m.
Friday

Bud or Henry’s --Anchor oe
or Steelhead --------

75¢
$1.25

Kamakazi or Peppermint Schnapps

1.50

$3.25

$2.25

it’s legal, it’s good for students’

pokes o? aoe ten

cations

class

0 a

project

on

Thursday. Students wall install
four or five “visual statements”
at different points around the
campus with messages

totheenvironment that

relating

they are

set in.

Beck has submitted notice of
the projectto Plant Operations.

e art department was also
questioned about the displays,

but University Police Depart-

ment Officer Richard Schulz said
the department “didn’t know
models satan. combined with
the historically negative picture
keepsbigof on

attitudes) out in my classes, to
me it’s a sickness, we have to

se

it. I force my students to

said. “Racist attitudes, woven

4-9 p.m.

dif er-

respond to what wedoin

e
Radio

“The battle for equality and
justice is a struggle that man
minorities face daily,” Smit

Second show 10:00 pm

people

“We'reused to having

anything about it.”

d 19
from page
¢ Continue
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Monday’sdisplays.

entfor

tacted for recommendation on

HOLLY

DUNN

but was not surprised that finpointed at his degersare being

creative base.”

by certain
rms of art.
Forinstance,on

No one has claimed responsibility for
the effigy of a crucified Kianeman thet

Beck said he wasn’t aware the

damage to props

™ act as censors,” he said.

s GUTHRIE

would be too much trouble.

ent ways,” he said. “As long as

show up on campus two

plays

ing through the committee

concerned with

eh

Hesaid mysteriousartisticdis-

ae fawe chef year, oa he is
™ not inclined to be offended by
m the displays.

i PRESENTS...
5

does

notactasacensor

spring,” hesaid. “As soon asthe

arts students who thought go-

going to be put up,
lay
dispwas

_ for Plant Operations, said the

down by the time he was able to

Hawkins said he assumes the
displays were done by theater

vices Supervisor

Landscape Ser-

-

gasoline fumes.

= Theater arts professor Gerald

“I think it’s kind of a rite of

Detar

al

Haw-

ayne

display

and

kins,

look at it.

, ray

=

from the cross.

Affairs Manuel Esteban was con-

campus Monday.

m

a.

tectedasaformof

Vice President for Academic

actions fromthosewhosawiton

.

an empty gas can placed a few
feet away

,
mixedreber
Klan memevoked

|

Founders Hall. It was nouns:
of a burnnied by a photograph

arn it would
ve been pro-

ing crossattached toitsrobeand

An unauthorized art display,

s-

ropo

and

tween the Art Building

Jeanette Good

#5

of the
val
and disposal
tee which allows remo
crucifi
the
from
can
ra- because fon ee xion
HSU
toe Mew
one PlantOpe

into the fabric of mainstream
thought, are pervasive.”
He said from the classroom to
the = site, ethnic minorities
mia culture oan
tory of persecuting them,
that the lack of positive role

otry alive and

well.

“The story of America is the

Europeans took the land from

the Native Americans, put them

_inreservations,and had theblack

—

work (the land),” Smith

sai
“Black males are put out with

their lives in
. The young
black boy has nowhere to turn to
find a positive male role model,
they need role models in the
worst kind of way,” he said.
“Rap On Race” will focus on
black women and their experienceson the North Coast
for its
March 29 broadcast.

$1.25 a shot

you lk

Pato
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SPORTS
Lacrosse: a blend of power and skill
Oy

emene

Povedee

wa
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Costly equipment, blood-curdling crashes, no paid coaches
and no official recognition as an
intercollegiate
sport are what the
men’s lacrosse team and club
had to look forward to as it
started up this semester.
Greg
Magnus, the team’s
layer-coach,
is on a trial run. If
likes whatit
sees in him, he
may be up for a paid position
next

year.

“It’s not really how well the
team does, it’s how well Idoasa
coach,” Magnus said. “I’m looking forward
to the time when I
can be a paid coach.”
Since
lacrosse
is
an
intercollegiate club, all players
must supply their own equipment. The club does not get a
guaranteed field to practice on,
either.
“We just practice wherever
there is room for us,” Magnus
said.
The team now has about 23
members. Most normal rosters,

onaTsT

lS

according

o>

y, Feb. 26, 1992
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Collisions, crashes mark
men’s version of game

S

eee
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us, carry be-

tween 18 and 25 pla
Ten
players
are on the field at one
time: three defensemen, three
midfielders (or middies), three
attacks and a goalie.
“The most exciting part of the
ishow fast the game moves

and the physical contact,” said

Saor Stelter, a second-year
middie.
Healso said that the best thing
about being a middie is that he

has free range of the field.

oftenaive eam, thaahachs
don’t

team, the defenders don’t see
much action,” he said. “As a
middie you go wherever you
want and get to see action all
game.
John

Wallace

and

Kollin

are also middies. Both
agree that the reason they chose
to be middies is that the middies
are involved in most of the action.

Wallace said his reason for
joining the lacrosse team is that.
“I was looking for a sport that
could give me mass conditioning,” he said. “Lacrosse combines a high level of conditioning and a lot of it.
“I tried a lot of sports, but this
one has the best mix,” he said.
“This is also one of a few sports
that someone under six feet tall
can excel at.”
Michael Bender, a geology senior,

is

a

second

year

defenseman. He said he saw the
sport on ESPN and knew he had
to play.
“I love the physical contact ...
laying somebody out. The
defensemen have more opportunities to hit
le,” he said.
He said
his view of a
defenseman is shared by most
other players in the league.
“Most rr
all hitters.

ve to

hit.

once

in a while you'll ind @ Reatie
butnot very often,”
defenseman,
he said.
The men’s lacrosse team only
has four pure defensemen, so it
is important they stay healthy.
Attacks are made of a different breed.
“You have to not mind
hit,” said Jay Johnston, an atta

get the ball much and when
you re playing a good defensive

See Men, next page
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Rob Sullivan, a psychology senior, checks Brandon Kealey, a computer Information systems

sophomore, in an effort to steal the ball during practice at the Arcata Sports Complex.

Women’s lacrosse combines finesse,
aggressiveness in world’s fastest sport

TL

——

HSU women’s lacrosse has no
boundaries
— literally.
The ball can never go out of
bounds, so there’s never a stoppage of play. At a
, less
ced fans will look onas
a ball rolls into the crowd,
but
are soon found scrambling for
cover as two or more women
dive after it with zeal.
“The extent of the field is up
to the referee,” said Nicole
Matthews, a wildlife sophomore. “We.use natural boundaries. It’s up to the ref to stop

Golf, it’s been said (and not with adulation), is a four-letter word

But substitute a forest for a country
spikes anda bag fullof
ats
club, clefor
Frisbees for clubs, and so

new

comes to life — Frisbee golf.

bo ea Ua cui

Frisbee golf, as the name implies, com, which is

.

es

in centuries of tradition and usuall assosociety,

ciated with

allows

ead

Frisbee

to leave rigid struc-

tal eetey set only the game

but also the course.

“I come up here to relax,” said Mike

Hinze, a graduate student in physical

Frank Flores, a referee for the Arcata

Dept., tees off
Parkes and Recreation

Curtain course.
at the Redwood

are hip to
“(When) two people

hipand
go flying into the crowd,
sometimes the ref can’t decide
who's earned the ball. So then
the ref will throw the ball into
the air, and the players will wait

for the ref to blow the whistle.
Then it’s a free-for-all for the
ball,” said Wendy Borden, a recreation senior.

“Some referees really bother
me because they'll blow the
whistle early and go ‘Bring it on
the field’ and I'll say ‘We're on
the field. The grass goes on for
miles,” said Borden with a
broad, sweeping gesture. “I think
it’s an adventure to run around
all over the place.”
The object of lacrosse
is to carry
the ball into enemy territory and
shoot it into the goal. Defensive

See Women, next page

Frisbee golfers do it in the forest
Oy Lanse Webbe

TOM ANGEL) THE LUMBERJACK

lay.”
. Natural boundaries means a
of terrain. Hills, bushes
and backpacks
the ball
are all situations where
the referee might halt play. The ball is
either given to the player who
was closest to the ball when it
went out of bounds or dropped
back onto the field of play in a
situation similar to basketball's
opening tip-off.

education who also teaches swimming,
ultimate Frisbee, triathlon and water polo.

“I’m used to triathlon training, which is
very Lend and this stimulates my
e.

“Sometimes,” said Woody Siegner, “I
come out here and I forget
golf and just
look at the trees and have a much better
r laid out the Redwood
time.”
Curtain course with two friends about six
ago around the Redwood Sciences
tory east of campus, an area of
said was home to Frisbee golf for
he
forest
five to 10 years before the present layout
came
to be.
The course — which zigs and zags
the ferns and trees in parts of the
Arcata Community Forest (along trail
three), school property and private land
— oo premium on the fun side of disc

On really just like boonie-crashing
eee
after itand looking for it— being
and not
off in the woods with
” said Kiri Cashen, an ultijust

mate Frisbee player presently taking time
off from school.

Infinthe Par s
Siegner and his friinend

ity Disc Club play the course every Sunday at 11 a.m., rain or shine. Anyone, he
said, is welcome to play. The course and
pins (golf ort hole markers) are
always there,
but the course markings
aren’t easy to see, and Siegner encourages any golfers new to the course to
come out on a Sunday so someone can
guide them.
Although enthusiasts use special
Frisbees
and wear cleats for traction, anyone with a Frisbee can join in. For those
who want to get more serious, Siegner
sells the special Frisbee golf discs out of

his car for $8.

Frisbees tend to float too much
for tee shots (hence the nickname “floaters” on the course), so most players opt
for the flatter, smaller and more accurate
golt discs — especially with the preponce of large trees on the Redwood
Curtain course.

See Frisbee,
page 23
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and the team work.”
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said, ‘Thisis awesome. I have to

can take the ball away
By zneckting the offensive players’ stick or, in the men’s game,

hitting the
—

play this.”

Angela Annotto, the head

and taking major.

“There's a lot less contact in
women’s lacrosse. It’snotasbru,
a juntal,” said Jenner Johnston

ing)” said Borden. pod
the East Coast when I was 14and

had
OT
years lM

ior recreation major. “But it’s a

for 13

high school and was disapop when she found out

veness, which is a nice
combination for a woman’s

crosse wasa lot like field hockey,
so I decided to play,” she said.
ed It takes
“It’sa fast-pacgame.
a lot of agility, endurance and

sport. I also like the endurance

very few schools on the West

field hockey for several years in

soccer
tthews. “Lacrosse
new to the West Coast. It’s

plus.agent
It has finesse
differ

lot more fun.”
has been
lacrosse
Even
around since before Columbus,

coach, started playing for a different reason. She had played

didn’t have a team.

“Somebody told me that la-

skill. It's definitely a game of
finesse. You have to constantly
cradle the ball. You’re always

running around and moving.”

Men

Purple Avengers

-

WOMENS

Whites
Potatoes,

Great
AB - Couch

page 21
fromued
© Contin

Wasabi,

in his sixth year of lacrosse.
of the
Johnston admitted one
is
attack
reasons he likes to play
eas
en
inagame
game on
fastest
“the
ac.
known
given.
a
two feet,” running is
Chris Johans
also en,
an attack,
said the best thing about the atthey get to score.
ks
is that
tac
to run plays, work the
get e
“W

Winsome

eSOFTBALL*
M - Schtumpy
Dogs, Team
Crushers,

Devil

Faced

T - Schmidt

U.S.A., Ball

Blasters

Master

Fog Heads,

W - Chelsea,

defense and use the

Industrial Stregnth
TH - Julie Rose, Lumpsters,

Foul Play, Pancake
F - Luck

es

I.

9

SUN

mi

.O.

Lowenburg,
The

Road

Jeff

nN

Kills,

Kamikazes
B - Silver Bullets,

Keith Anderson,

Ketones,

Ken

Thrift

- Great 8, Nine’s
3 Times, Toma’s

6ft - Ramblers, Just Ice,
Just Havin Fun, Launchers
X-Factor, Buckeyes
ALoose
B - Sloths, Idiots 2,

Gym

Rats, Jokers,

son.

Annual Irish
Tea &
Cake Sale

0
1:00 p.m. — 4:00 p.m.

TABLE TENNIS

0

CHAMPION:

© Cele

White!

Auction 2:30

eUpcomming Tournaments¢

Sign up in Intramural Office gc

RA

Sunday, March 8, 1992

Lakers

Charles

FEF

to play. The next day,
ds
onleft
the team beat University
of Pacific 10-7.
The men’s team is on the road
nt.
to improveme
Last year,
with
a paid coach, the team didn’t
win any
Now, with the
team on itsownandalumnihelping coach on the road, the team
has scored more goals in two
games than it scored all last sea®
Northcoast Pro choice PAC

eBASKETBALL*¢

Jam,

Rit
<2UE

Protocephelus, Team Solo,
Outtakes, Crocostimpies,

WOMENS
Fine, Not

winning0clat wensFridaycaowedwiwhenwiththe aqven.0

Squids

G-Strings

is the

best of it all,” he said.
In its first game of the season,

Bastters

*VOLLEYBALL*
A-

most moves, but

151)

- Feb. 2
Arch
Innertube Water Polo - March 29
Ultimate - March 22

Tennis - April 3-5
826-6011

CONGRATULATIONS!
GENUINE

Cake

p.m. °

¢ Traditional Irish
Food «

e Irish C.
eM

@
©

eS?

Student/Senior $10.00

ip

0
1506
H Street

Eureka, California 95501

Corner of i: & H Streets

The Lumberjack

Last weekend’s sports
Men hope
to beat Chico
The

would like
more
to finish the
season with a victory over the
Chico State Wildcats, who defeated
HSU 50-53, Feb.1 at Chico.
“Obviously, we'd like to fin-

ish the season
ona winning note,

and beating the conference
champions would make a statement for us. We're
to pla
to win,” said Coach Tom Wood.
“The difference in the teams
in our conference has been that

the top four (teams) have won

Secs,
on, haven't”
, intacheting us,
haven't,” he

said. “It en
a very balanced conference, overall.”
Long-range hopes for a
postseason playoff bid were
eliminated

when

the ‘Jacks

ee
to College of Notre Dame

(62-53) and San Francisco State

(ereshman vid David English
ngl

vided a steady force
Can
Francisco last weekend, hitting
a season-high 17 points while

Brian Steinbach had 15 points
and nine rebounds against the
College
of Notre Dame.

— Greg Magnus

Lady "Jacks
win 3 on road
Postseason playoffs areon the
line as the Lady ‘Jacks take on
Chico at 5:30 p.m. in the East
Gym Thursday.
If HSU wins, it earns the
fourth spotin next week's NCAC
tournament.
HSU could also slip
in if it loses and Hayward is
defeated by Stanislaus.
Last weekend the Lady ‘Jacks
barely broke a sweat in their
pry’

shot

pons sweep. The ‘Jacks

ay

the field

ollege of Notre Dame

in Friday's 93-22 victory
and hit
54 percent of its shots in a 93-60
win over San Francisco State.
HSU also
the Banana
Slugs with its 92-48 crushing of
UC Santa Cruz.
Forward Lynell Stokes had
an outstanding weekend for
HSU, scoring 18, 15 and 19
points, respectively, in the three

leis
the NCAC ininrebounding
with 9.7 per game, while teammate Janay Bainbridge
leads the

NCAC in three-point field goals
with 31.
— Greg Magnus

Softball team
beats Sonoma
The HSU women’s softball
team
conference
play by
sw
Sonoma State in a

’ Piching was
vas the key as04HSU

won the two
umes of
2-1 and 1-0.
Anderson,
who has had control problems
lately, took a one-hitter into the
seventh inning of the second
= before yielding two more
ts on her way to a shutout.
The two victories tied them
with Ha
atop the NCAC
with
2-0 records. Chico
and
Davis split their season
openers to post 1-1 records.
Stanislaus suffered both of the
losses to Hayward.
— Nicholoas Paredes III

a es alliatee

* SWEATSHIRTS

mallee

SCREENPRINTING
Hours: Mon.- Sat.

10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

Frisbee
© Continued from page 21
“In order to play an elevated
game of disc golf, you need to
investin
golf discs,” Siegnersaid.
Mostgolfers
carry two or more
discs with different flying characteristicsin order tobe prepared
forany shots they mightencounter because, just as in regular

golf, a golfer must shoot from
wherever
the disclands or takea
ty stroke. Five or six discs
isaboutaverage,
though Siegner
said he’s seen a player with 20.
The club encourages golfers
to be sensitive to the environment and has signs
posted to
remind golfersto
lightlyin
the forest. Siegner said Par Infinity has never heard complaints
about using the forest, and be-

cause the golfers all love being
there, they try to be very careful
about where they step.
,
The Redwood Curtain course
will be the sight of a Professional

822-6838
Sunny Brae Center
Arcata

Disc Golf Association-sanc-

tioned tournament Memorial
Day weekend (May 23 and 24).
Siegner said the event will be
attended by some of the best
disc golfersin the Westand spec-

- BUMPER STICKERS

ae

tators are welcome.

1563 G Street » Northtown Arcata * 826-0851

© Patagonia, Inc. 1992

Photo: NICOLAS BROWN
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EDITORIAL

Wednesday, Feb. 26, 1992

HSU’s student vote:
the real silent majority?
rcata’s largest potential voting bloc —
HSU students
— will
be in the midst of spring
break for this year’s eagerly
awaited April 14 city elec-

to make no difference.

Can a big turnout of student voters make a difference

in

Arcata?

Will

Arcata’s leaders respond?
Absolutely yes.
In 1972, following the HSU student
strike (a watershed event
much like last year’s sanctuary controversy), a tradione of
+ eels
es

tion.

However, by putting the
absentee ballot to good use,
they have a chance to be
heard loud
and clear in what
could be the most exciting
and influential election in
the city’s history.

litics in the

Se rollinng. Sevent a
ciiéaak of regist
HSU
students voted, and they
played a part in electing
threenewcouncilmembers.
Now, as then, people in

Voting
among
the
nation’s college-age voters

has been in steady decline
ever since the 26th Amendment enfranchised them
completely in 1971. Like
Americans of all ages, they
no doubt are frustrated by
a
ofunresponsive
eaders and votes that seem

and around

Arcata have

wondered aloud if HSU’s
students have the “right” to
vote in the city’s elections.
Well, students rent homes,
pay taxes, work in thecity’s

—_ Liman

businesses, schools and
government, and many live
year-round or settle here
after graduation. More than
a few have lived here all
their lives.

Arcata’s student population remains constant, and
city decisions on housing
and transportation issues

affect the students of today
and tomorrow. HSU students feel free to shapecampus policy affecting future
students; we are just as en-

titled, if not obligated, to
have a say in the policies
followed by the city in
which we live.
iberals and conservaL tives both claim to

Community

tran

to

Editor,

tate

Thank you for running the guest
columnsby HSU President McCroneand
ASC President Harmon. I found them
both to be very informative.
I was surprised at some of the numbers given by the writers. I don’t have
time to investigate the figures so I’ll trust

Lt

the accuracy of the authors.

I didn’t know that our student fees
were higher only than those paid in Texas,
among comparable state universities.
When I stop to think about it, maybe it’s

ni
j

Hivel

This proposed increase seriously
pardizes my venture toward completing my education. I’m grateful that I’m
getting by on federal financial aid. What
will
I do in the future to pay for books,
supplies,
rtation costs and little
essentials like
?
Idon’t like this situation. I’m
going
to take Mr. Harmon’s suggestion to
, | and write
a few politicians. I plan to let
these folks know that I intend to backup
my letters with my vote. I urge
unregistered, eligible students to register
and yom
me
may not get another opportunity
to fiedsh thas desea I'ma 0 coasts attain
ing. I was a student
in the early 1970s and

Ht

;

i

| uy

§
iid

ey

not so surprising. Don’t Californians pay
higher taxes, in
, than most other
states? I know a little about pa ying taxes.
I’m a 37-year-old return
ane who
was a working taxpayer
for almost 15

Where

to

voting-age Arcatans to an-

swer this challenge
at the
polls, and that includes the
thousands of HSUstudents
now
tered to vote here,

in Arcata and tout April 14
as their day of reckoning.

Letters

Robert
Brit, editor

Russ Anderson, meee

The Lumberjack urges all

represent a majority

Last chance cut short

ri

-

24

write

¢ Send Letters to the editor to The Lumberjack, Nelson Hall East6. Letters

be received by 5 p.m. Friday, and they must be limited to 250 words. Please
must
include your name, major, year (or address in the case of non-students) and
phone number.
¢ The Lumberjack reserves the right to edit grammatical errors and reduce

as well

as those not regis-

tered.

the

Those in the latter group
have until March 16 to
spend a few minutes registering at the post office, and
any voter planning to beout

of town over spring break
has up until April 14 to request an absentee ballot.

editor

I witnessed the power of the students’

voice to change the world then. Iask your
help in changing what certain parties
would do to this small, but important,
part of the world nates
U. A 40
percent increase is unacceptable.

" oon Sprofera
junior, fisheries

I'll work for grades

Editor,
I'm writing in response to the Feb. 5
letter titled “An honest day’s work.”
While this woman hasa right
to her opinion, I really feel she is out of touch with
today’s problems.
These “nomadic people of the 1980s
and 1990s are not necessarily choosing
such an existence.”
Ms. Cline comments that, in her day,
“hobos” and “tramps” would work for
food, yet Ihave seen many of the menand
women today with signs saying the same
thing. I’m not sure if any of them get work
for food.
Further, Ms. Cline’s relating
social service expenditures to increasing student
fees by 40
t seemsa little incredulous
to me. She hasn't taken
into consideration the amounts of money the United
States
son weapons, lending money
to nations that won't be able to pay the
United States back, or even the kind of
foolish spending that goes on in our government. I know many women who are
attending Humboldt that use our social
services
so that they can get theird
off the social services and get

Placing the blame on the homeless for
our economic problems seems pointless.

Salmon
Editor,

Your editorial cartoon of Feb. 19
wronglyimplied that salmon and steelhead come from only hatcheries. This is
terribly misleading. In the natural environment salmon and steelhead spawn in
the gravel substrates of streams with cool
ted water. The young fish hatches
aubovalops within the gravel and eventually
as a free-swimming fry.
Hatcheries were built throughout the
PacificNorthwestto replace fish that were
lost due to destruction of stream habitat
by human activities. Unfortunately we
are discovering that hatchery production
isnota suitable replacement for naturally
uced fish. Hatcheries have been oversold to the public and have largely failed
to provide the anticipated benefits.
n vee scientistsare concerned
tive genetic influences of
eee
e fish ofof a particular river
aieare uniquely adapted to that system. Asdiscussed in Nan

stories over the word limit.

simply span naturally.

ur editorial implies that the
California
_ a ae Game
Se
is
r
Prairie
Boy hean
t has not
Prairie Creek
or
aeaeee
=

Chuistn Zimmerman

Humboldt Coun

net (social
to use.
Patti Clinton

senior, ew
LANj

AGh

AE

SSSI

d hd

68

Roberts’ article,

fish managershave moved eggs from one
system to another, thus affecting the gene
pools which make the
population successful in its
cular river.
If the Prairie Creek hatchery were to
close today
the fish would not be without
aplacetospawn. Your cartoon
fish would

It only shows a lack of sensitivity
to the
lems of the homeless. I hope Ms.

never needs the
services) that the homeless

don't ride boats

Please see Letters,
next page
“4 y%
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OPINION

.

‘Right’ on: What do safe sex, buffaloes and airplanes have in common?
By

Nicholas Paredes Ill

fter rolling around on The
Lumberjack train continuously
the train
ded
to exit
headed west, I deci
at the next stop, take a look behind me,
and see why
things always look better
glancing over my right
when I'm

oar oi a
e

ational

... IN THE EVENT OF AN

ftw

~via o ay

t caught my e

with the free condoms in front of the
bookstore and ended with sending
Valentine “Condomgrams.”
ding on which government
study you believe, condoms have a
failure rating of between 15 and 22
t. That means that at least 15
times out of 100 when you use a
condom, some communicable diseases
may transfer and pregnancy can still
occur.
By parlaying the message that condoms are a form
of safe sex, people are more free with who their
ers are. The idea being, “as long as I use a
condom, it’s all right.”
If I may use an example put forth by a
ar
radio talk-show host; if you were to cadens and
the captain said over the
, “there are 100
same number of
the
with
all
planes taking off today,
goin, to crash,” would
and 15 of them are
passengers,
a.
ou still fly on that plane?

Those aren’t very good odds, but those are the
odds when you use a condom. The truth is, the only
form of safe sex is abstinence!
te my
further looks over the shoulder
Upon
to
left, I noticed all of these months designated
specific ethnic grou
History Month, Hispanic History
We have Asian

¢ Continued from previous page

I am half Hispanic, and it offends me more than

anything else to have these months named after
a specific heritage. After all, the one thing most ethnic
groups want is equality, yet for one month out of the
the entire group is separated once again and
ooked at separately from everyone else.
look at them,
It’s like the country is ee
they need to be recognized at this time because they
don’t fit in normally.”
That kind of “celebration,” we don’t need!
To celebrate “Columbus Day,” you need not
believe that Columbus discovered America. What the
day actually symbolizes is the discovery of America

are still observed as prejudiced hypocrites, despite our good intentions.
Jim Shields
senior, history and German

Editor,
Having read Chris Jackson’s Feb. 19
articleon questioning the “alleged prejudicial language” of a letter written to

Editor,
So HSU is a hotbed of “o
ive”
new-age thinking, hom
ity, feminism and goddess worship? Good! Each
of these evidently synonymous voices
yr for
nal choices and human
iversity. Notone threatensnon-conform-

Week, I was rather surprised
Awareness
to see so much negative publicity of this
event based on the apparentopinion of
one of its o
The purposeof the event was to promote the objective observation by

as to how and why we
on this campus

believe Jesus Christ to be the
Christians

one responsible for making our lives
whole and saving our souls from what
we think would be equivalent to eternal
final exam stress.
You see, all we wanted to do with

Jesus Christ Awareness Week was to

share the wonders of Christianity in a
welcoming way where all could be free
to either take interest or keep going as
choose, without pushy or intimidating
intentions.

gin dee

aie

oe I must a “a

ers with eternal torment for the failure to

participate. I cannot pay Gail Mosgofian’s
Christianity the same compliment.
I do not understand
why a woman
li
at the close of the 20th century
id choose to base her world view on
the literal in
tions of a book written thousands of years ago, exclusively
by men. This decision is Ms. Mosgofian’s
nee Son ee I accept it as such. I
wish that I felt
confidence in the
of
fundamentalists
to
my decisions: to have or not
have children, to love who I will as I will
and to peacefully celebrate life as I see fit.

Kathleen Vickers
senior, botany

Christian image suffers
Editor,
What kind of a joke is it that we need a

event if an Sak pone eppoeeee to
have had prejudicial convictions. However, I must also point out the “
rejudicial language” printed in
ESearching for truth in an open mike”

Week to “dispel
Jesus Christ Awareness

s to clearlyas “barare referred
worker

choose, this quote from last week’sarticle
reminds me of some wise words attributed to Jesus: “You shall know them by

on theOpinion page of thatissue, where
Campus Crusade forChrist’s Quad table

worked
havings.”
ist
Myself
becue terror
with Campus Crusade on the Quad, I
to be offended
Sa"
such a
Again, Y apologize if we Christians

anity’

=

Month, Women’s History Month and we are currently
entertaining Black (African-American?) History
Month while at the same time fighting to declare the
United States, or at least the Left Coast, a Columbusfree zone.

Living in the past

last week’s Jesus Christ

didn’t exactly just

(MENT

Christian apologizes

announce

from the Indians. Well, the so

Wh

THIS QV AND BREATHE

Condom Week. It started off

Letters

as we have come to know it today.
After Columbus, our ancestors
began to come to America and forge
out our past and set the stage so that
we can have a future in this great
country of ours.
Oh, but let’s not forget the way we
so rudely snatched this continent away

to to
srights
support
>" While [oupportpeople’srights

practice whatever spiritual tradition they

their fruits.” (Matt 7:16)

Last semester
campus Christian groups

ees tea
ere
film presented numerous factual

a

here

=

They stole North America from the

buffalo and various other animals.
According to all those animal rights
activists we should give the land back
to the buffalo, right?
of the
Of course not. It’s all part
growing process and, unfortunately,
gs pains.
as growing
there are such thin
Eventually, another race, or even
species, may take over this continent. If
t’s the case, so be it.
While we're on the topic of Indians, there really is a
good reason why the Native American Indians don’t
want the Washington Redskins or Atlanta Braves to
have Indian logos; the problem is that these teams
were winning this year.

The two teams don’t symbolize well enough the
defeat of the white man over the Indians. Yeah, the
Indians would probably rather have their names
represented by the Tampa Bay Buccaneers or Houston Astros.
Teams named after Indians are honors that people
should celebrate, not belittle. Next thing you know
we're not going to be able to name teams after
animals for fear it will hurt their feelings or downe the species.
Well, that train is beginning to head West again,
but as the sun is setting on the left side, I think east is
the right way to go.

errors about AIDS and other sexually
transmitted diseases as part of the psychological scare tactics used to promote
pre? attractive lifestyle changes.
film also strongly implied that safer
sex practices were of little use if a person
did choose to be sexually active outside
of marriage. Besides being appalled by

earth.
The system is out of control. Question:
Is humanity capable of realizing its function on this planet? The total consciousnessof humanity (collectively)
is thebrain
of the earth. Each of us corresponds to a
neuron; an infinitely programmable integrated circuit of memory. Mankind, as a
whole, is the consciousness of this planet,

that would
spread this kind of misinformation, I was offended by the timing of
the event — the weekend that the AIDS
= was on display at HSU. In addition,
posteron the Quad for the film relied
on the stereotypical sexual exploitation
of women that would seem to contradict
Christian moral values as presented in
the film.
Space constrictions prevent me from
eal such
Ce
ritual praca
as label
ticesas cults, but I would like to suggest
that if campus Christians feel that they
problem, they might want
an image
have
i> semnoee the logos from tale Graeyes
before worrying about the specks in the
eyes of their brothers and sisters.
Lisa Butterfield
senior, child development

its awareness.

the irresponsibility of an organization

Back down to earth
Editor,
I would like to commend The Lumberfew for
jack staff of this year and the past
the en, of their journalism, substanceand
graphic artwork. The ‘Jack has
increased its quality in each of the three
—
I’ve attended HSU and it has
a professional
and enjoyable sheet
to read.
Thereare many “haves” on this planet,
but there
are many, many more havenots.
We are all guilty of masturbationin
one form or another, but some of us are

guilty
of rape, a conscious assault on the

At present, humanity is like a man
who has learned more than he understands. He has discovered a few secrets
that he has utilized to feed his base desires without any real understanding of
his role as a conscious being or the effects
of his abusive behavior. This man is only
beginning to realize that his actions are
to the
capableof altering hisenvironment
detriment of the superbly balanced ecosystem that he has sustained on this incredible planet.
The brain of earth is diseased. The
the planof the brain that controls
portion
etary framework of government and ecois mentally ill. Those neurons are
nomics
addicted to their power and will do whatposition.
to maintain their
ever
They have locked out other mereectenat
centers of consciousness and have prevented the proper flow of information
andenergy.
But there are strange thoughts stirring
in earth’s brain. Thoughts of our oneness
with the totality of life on this planet and
ats
the cosmos. There is the
thought that conscious effort applied to
behavioral disorder can alter that behavior. Bad habits can be overcome, dysfuncmmed,
tional operations can be
circuits can be bypassed or
sho
rewired, the level of consciousness can be
raised.

Ryan Lee

junior, physics

¥
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OPPORTUNITIES

SPEND YOUR SUMMER IN
THE CALIFORNIA RED-

ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT - fisheries. Earn

WOODS.
Concessionaire
remotely located at Northspur

tation! Room & Board! Over
8,000 openings.
No experience necessary. Male or Female. For employment programcall Student Employment
Services at 1-206-545-4155
ext 289. 5/2

Western R.R. seeks personnel

iia

$5000+/month. Free transpor-

CAMP
COUNSELOR:
Roughing It Day Camp in SF
and East Bay is hiring for
Summer 1992.
Positions:
Group Counselor, Swim, Ride,
Sports, Waterfront, Envir,
Crafts. Exper. Refs. (510) 2833878. Send Résumé to P. O.
Box 1266, Orinda, CA 94563.
HIGH EARNINGS: Earn up to
$10.00/hour working on cam pus. Create your own hours
marketing Bank of America
products on campus.
Call
Today! 1-800-932-0528, ext.
68.

2

Pani

on the

California

who enjoy a variety of jobs from
retail
clerk to cook. Room and

board provided,

$4.35/hr.

(707)-459-2132.

DON’T

BE

to improve
your study

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM Fraternities, sororities,
student clubs. Earnupto $1000
in one week.

Use

show

ADVENTURE
to benefit

4-H

able.

the door.

RENTALS AVAILABLE—
GREAT PRICES!! Backpacks,
cross country skis, Coleman
stoves, coolers, canoes,
sleeping
bags, wetsuits, fishing
poles AND MORE!! Stop by
Center Activities in the
University Center, 826-3357.

Plus receive a

FOR SALE

FREE WATCH just for calling
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 65

SUMMER MGMT. INTERNSHIP INTERVIEWS NOW
TAKING PLACE.
Gain
valuable experience managing
all aspects of a successful
business. Average gross profit
$11,287.
Last chance for
interviews.
Call Triple ‘A’
Student Painters forintormation
now. 1-800-394-6000.
BOOKKEEPER

Local, Arcata. Call San José,
415-949-2465
8062 Night.

cooks,
nurses,
dance,
aquatics,
environmental

AUTOMOTIVES

Day, 408-358-

1980 RX7 $2200 OBO. 5 sp,
sunroof, A/C, new engine, new
tires, stereo cassette,

shape. 826-5485.

good

SEA KAYAKING, WHITEWATER KAYAKING, SKIING,
SNOWBOARDING, WINDSURFING, WATERSKIING,
ROCK CLIMBING, BACKPACKING...having
fun yet?? If
not, better call Center Activities
at 826-3357. No experience
needed!! Gift certificates avail-

L.E.A.P. March 3, 7 p.m. SciB
133. $2 suggested donation at

$1000 bonus yourself. Anda

PART-TIME

STUPID!!

habits (naturally). The only
thing you have to lose is bad
grades! 707-822-6979, leave
message
and phone #to order.
HIMALAYAN

KAYAKS USED AND NEW.
All major models. Used whitewater gear. New gear below
retail. Drysuits. Trade-ins encouraged! Free instruction with
purchase. Get started inexpensively. 943-3547.
COLOR
TEM

COMPUTER

w/modem,

THRILLS

PERSONALS

WOW™

slide

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
SPEND your summer in the
SC mountains? Counselors,
studies & riding specialists
needed for Girl Scout summer
camp. For more information
call Patty at 826-0210

Bc EFC

Station

NOTICES

SYS-

printer

&

interface; programs for word
processing, finance, graphics,
audio spectrtum, games; $580.
a floppies w/case; Dale 8221.

USED CANNONDALE SR300
ROADBIKE, 60 cm. In great
condition. $350or make me an
offer. Call after 6 p.m. 822-

NEED SOME JOKES for office
or party? Call the jokeline! 1900-726-HAAA. 95¢/min.,
18+ yrs. GUARANTEED TO
OFFEND SOMEONE.

WANTED
EUREKA CITY GARBAGE
BOUND? | need to recycle tin
cans & plastic. if you ahve
trunk room, please call Erich

822-0634.

oe) eG iS a
TYPING, WORD

PROCES-

SING, editing, proofreading,
tutoring. Call Mary Jo, 822-2027

HAVE YOU JUMPED? Catalyst Bungee offers Bungee
and Pendulum rope
jumps
every weekend. Come and
JUMP! Catalyst Bungee 826-

7664 of 826-1711.__

Place your
engagement or

wedding
announcement in

The Lumberjack!
We will be having a
special page in the
March 18 issue—call
826-3259 (ask for
Janet) for a space
reservation. There is
no charge for this. It's
a great way to let your.
friends
know about your
plans!

y . IGNORANCE » RACISM - MISUNDERSTANDINGS |
ABOUT OTHER CULTURES °
|
What can you do besides feel guilty?
Don't just talk about it...
here’s something you can do!

The local Southeast Asian Community wants to share their food,
dance, and music with you, so they're having a Cultural Evening in

the Kate Buchanan Room Tuesday, March 3 at 7 ®.m.

-

3

ace

re

Please come. There's no charge and you can learn more about
our diverse community!

cyor cyeb 26-

March 3
Casa de Que Pasa: Chaskinakuy,
Music of the Andes, sponsored by
Humboldt Folklife Society, 8 p.m., $7
general, $6 HFS members.

26 Wednesday

Sports

Music
Jambalaya: Jambalaya Blues Jam,
hosted by Thad Beckman.
Concerts
“Brown Bag Lunch Concert,”

featuring a solo piano recital, noon,
Humboldt Cultural Center in Eureka,
free, 442-0278 for more information.
Et cetera
“Metaphor: Mechanics and Magic,”
hosted by the HSU Literary Society,
7:30 p.m., 1640 Union St., Arcata.
Discussion led by lecturer Jim Dodge,
826-3160 for more information.
“Tactics of Abuse,” a confidential
group meeting, 4-5:30 p.m., Women's
Center conference room, House 55.
Weegee Photographs and Faculty
Exhibition Series, paintings, prints,
drawings and sculpture through
March 11, Reese Bullen Gallery.
“The Use of Least -Toxic Materials
in the Home,” a discussion led by a
local contractor and consultant, 6:30
p.m., with potluck dinner at 5:30
p.m., House 97, 826-3551 for more
information.
“Let's Talk About Dreaming,”

sponsored by HSU Eckankar Club,
7:30 p.m., Siemens Hall 108.

27 0)hursday

Theater
“Better Your Exit,” presented by
Theater Arts, 8 p.m., Gist Hall 2, free.
Sports

Women's Basketball
p.m., East Gym, $4, $2
Men's Basketball vs.
p.m., East Gym, $4, $2

vs. Chico, 5:30
students.
Chico, 7:45
students.

Et cetera

“Job Interviewing Techniques,”a
workshop hosted by the Career
Development Center, noon, Nelson
Hall West 232.

28 Griday
Music
Hotel Arcata: The Drones.
Jambalaya: Thad Beckman and his

Pretty Big Band.
North Coast Inn: The Minions Band.

Theater
“Better Your Exit,” presented by
Theater Arts, 8 p.m., Gist Hall 2, free.

Music
Jambalaya: Jazz Bone.
Concerts

Et cetera

Bruce Cockburn, presented by
CenterArts, 8 p.m., Arcata Theater,
$15, $12 students, 826-3928 for more
information.

Last day to view, “Suffering
Beauty,” Mixed Media by Rachel
Citron O’ Rouke, Karshner Lounge in
the University Center.

Aueee Moon?

29 Saturday
Music

Jambalaya: The Wannabees.
North Coast Inn: Dave Trabue and
Roundup.
Concerts

Old Creamery Dancecenter: O.J.
Ekomode and The Nigerian All Stars,
$8, 839-8392 for more information.
Theater
“Better Your Exit,” presented by
Theater Arts, 8 p.m., Gist Hall 2, free.
Et cetera
Poetry reading by William Leach, 3
p.m., Humboldt Cultural Center in
Eureka, 442-0278 for more information.

Women's Film Festival, 11 a.m.-2
p.m., Minor Theater in Arcata, $5
donation for Humboldt County Rape
Crisis Team.
Steve Mitchell Benefit, all-you-can-

eat barbeque dinner, raffle and
dance, 2 p.m.-midnight, Mateel
Community Center in Redway.
History Day, projects on display, 9
a.m.- 1 p.m., Harry Griffith Hall.
Assembly 1 p.m., East Gym, 826-3118
for more information.
I Sunday
Music
Jambalaya: Acoustic Talent Night,
hosted by Jim Silva.

Foggy Bottoms Milk Run, two-mile
fun run/walk at 1:30 p.m., four and
10 mile runs at 2 p.m. Registration,
start and finish in downtown
Ferndale.
Et cetera
“Return of the Living Dead,”
presented by Humboldt International
Film Festival, 7 p.m., Science B 135,
$2, $1.50 students.
Women's Film Festival, 11 a.m.-2
p-m., Minor Theater in Arcata, $5
donation for Humboldt County Rape
Crisis Team.

2 (Monday

Et cetera
“Community Health Education and

Nursing in Guatemala,” a Peace
Corps workshop hosted by CCAT, 6
p-m., Nelson Hall West 232.
Environmental Awareness Weekguest speakers include Wayne

Morgan of North Coast Unified Air
Management District on, “Toxic Hot
Spots in Humboldt County,” 2:304:30 p.m., Goodwin Forum.

3 Guesday
Et cetera

“Resumé Writing Techpiques,” a

workshop presented by the Career
Development Center, 4 p.m., Nelson
Hall West 232.
Southeast Asian Cultural Evening,

featuring music, dances and
storytelling followed by traditional
food and textile displays, 7 p.m.,
Kate Buchanan Room, 826-4965 for
more information.
Environmental Awareness Weekguest speakers include a Louisiana
Pacific representative on, “Pulp Mill
Law Suits,” 3:30-5:30 p.m., Kate
Buchanan Room.

‘Celebrating Diversity’
mies
Seats!
Dave Trabue & Roundup

with Dr. Samuel Betances

Feb. 28

Sunday: “Preparing Students for the 21st Century - Multiculturalism
and Education,” a presentation for all HSU faculty, 7:30-9 p.m., Kate

= Feb. 29

Buchanan Room.

Monday: “The Gatekeepers of Higher Education and the New Majority
Student,” a presentation to all support staff, 9-10:30 a.m.,Van Duzer

Free to get in

Theater.

“Celebrating Diversity,” keynote lecture to all students, noon-1 p.m.,

HAPPY HOUR

Kate Buchanan Room.

Every day 4 -8

“Residence Life and Human Interrelations,” a presentation to residence

64 oz. pitchers

hall staff, 4-5 p.m., JGC Lounge 2nd floor.

“Surviving Higher Education at HSU,” reception with ethnic students,
5:30-7 p.m., Kate Buchanan Room.
“From Harlem to Harvard with Humor,” comedy night with HSU and
community, 8-9:30 p.m., East Gym.

Glass of draft 75¢
Free Munchies 4 - 6 pm Monday - Friday

Tuesday: “Creating the University of the 21st Century,” a presentation

to university administration, 9-10:30 a.m., President's Conference Room.
Feedback with president, vice presidents and selected personnel, noon-1
p-m., The Loft.

North ee Inn
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‘New On-Campus

Creekview
Apartments
Open Fall 1992
| ¢ Full kitchen with microwaves e Security system ¢ Optional meal
plans e Bicycle storage « Free summer storage ® Remains open
for campus break periods ¢ Central lounge facility with laundry,
Connectivity with
game room, mail room and meeting room
HSU Computer Center ¢ Cable TV available

|

LIVE FOLK MUSIC ® TRADITIONAL

SAUNA CABINS ® WTERNATIONAL
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— Gift Certificates Available —
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